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INTRODUCTION

Background

In the spring of 1985, the State of Maine contracted with
the Ehrenkrantz Group and Allied Engineering to provide
architectural and planning services to the Department of
Corrections. The project, and the related scope work was
the result of a successful Bond Issue election which .
called for renovations/additions at existing correctional
facilities and a Correctional System Master Plan for the
Department.
The project can be described as having three separate,
but related components:
Facility Master Plans
Architectural and Engineering Services
Statewide Correctional System Master Plan
Facility Master Plans

Facility Master Plans ate being developed for both the
Maine State Prison and the Maine Correctional Center.
These Master Plans will evaluate the current facilities
and operations and lay out a course of action leading to
an efficiently run facility with an appropriate level of
security. The implementation of the first phase of these
changes to the facilities.is being made possible by the
monies and directives as stipulated in the Correctional
Bond Issue.
The development of these Facility Master Plans has been
taking place in conjunction with the Statewide .
Correctional System Master Plan and.has drawn on the
findings from that study.
Architectural and Engineering Services

The architectural and engineering services being provided
are those associated with the planning, design and
implementation of those facilities improvements outlined
in the Correctional Bond Issue. This planned
construction is in response to the immediate physical
plant needs at both the Maine State Prison-and the Maine
Correctiqnal Center.
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(con t.inued)

At MCC, Plans call for additi~nal inmate housing totaling
132 beds for men and women's general population housing
and segregation housing, a new receiving/release unit for
the processing of inmates, a program building for
expanded vocational and industrial programs and a new
perimeter security fence. Improvements at MSP will
include evaluating and upgrading the food services
facility, limited new construction. and renovation of the
current administration building to provide additional
space for support services and central control, and a new
multi-purpose building for expanded inmate programs.
A new six bed segregation housing unit has also been
designed for the Charleston Correctional Facility.
Statewide COrrectional aystem Master Plan

The Statewide Correctional System Master Plan addresses
the future of corrections in the state of Maine. In this
regard, the System Plan is concerned with the improvement
and enhancement of correctional system functioning, as
well as the more long-range goals related to system-wide
correctional policy issues.
The Master Plan is a culmination of an in-depth analysis
of the Maine Correctional System and an evaluation of
related issues.
The following activities were conducted as part of this
comprehensive planning process: An examination of inmate profile characteristics and
population trends based on a five year admission
sample.

Development of population projections for the Maine
Correctional System, including determination of
projected bedspace requirements for various
classification categories.
Facility analyses of MSP, MCC and MYC, including
evaluations of physical plant resources and
deficiencies.
Examination of probation activity, including
workload and caseload characteristics and trends.
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(continued)

Survey of District and Superior Court Judges and
Maine District Attorneys regarding correctional
system issues.
The Planning process also included numerous meeting
and
extensive
interchange
of
ideas
with
representatives from the Department of Corrections
and institutional and agency personnel.
The complete findings from the Maine Correctional System
analysis are presented in Volume II of the Final Report.

Report
Organization

This report, Volume I of the Maine Statewide Correctional
System Master Plan, provides an Executive Summary of the
Master Plan recommendations.
Key findings from the Correctional System analysis are
presented in Chapter 2:
Overview of Existing System.
Chapter 3 presents a summary of the Master Plan
recommendations and the related fiscal impact for each
recommendation.
The recommended actions are to proceed in two stages, and
this chapter is organized accordingly.
Stage 1:
Foundation Plan outlines short range actions-which should
be set into place this legislative session (F.Y 1987).
Stage 2:
System Plan addresses long-range system-wide
correctional policy decisions.

Correctional
Systea Goals

An understanding of correctional system philosophical
goals is important to the planning process.
Together
with key correctional personnel, we identified the
desired goals for the Maine Correctional System.

Stated goals included the following provisions:
Provide a secure system that protects society from
dangerous offenders.
Provide a safe, humane and constitutional correctional environment.
Provide
offenders
opportunities
for
becoming
productive members of society through correctional
services and programs.
Provide facilities that meet- minimum standards as
established
by
the
American
Correctional
Association.
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System Goals
(continued)

Provide a system that is effective in managing
population.gtowth and the growing costs of
corrections.
Provide for participation by key criminal justice
decision-makers,
professionals,
and
concerned
citizens in future corrections policy making.
The Correctional Master Plan that has been developed for
the State of Maine builds off of these goals.
The ability of the correctional system to realize its
stated goals is to a large part influenced by factors
which
directly
impact
on
correctional
system
functioning.
Accordingly, objectives of the Master Plan
were defined as they relate to achieving desired
correctional system goals.

Master Plan
Objectives

·we have organized the Master Planning process into two
Stages which correspond to the short .and long range
objectives of the work effort. They are presented in the
table on the following page.
Short range objectives are those which deal specifically
with the quality of corrections.
They are aimed at
. improving current system functioning,
enabling the
correctional system to operate more efficiently and
effectively.
This strengthening of the delivery of
correctional services helps to provide the strong
foundation necessary for addressing long range change.
The long range goals of the Master Plan deal with larger,
system-related
issues
that
address
State-wide
correctional policy.
The correctional policy that is
adopted by the State for dealing with convicted offenders
relates directly to the future control and management of
inmate population growth.
Long range objectives deal
specifically with the decisions surrounding these systemrelated policy issues.
For the most part, the goals and objectives of the Master
Plan focus on the Adult Correctional System. Many of the
recommendations, however, relate directly to Juvenile
Corrections, in that they address programs and services
for
juvenile
offenders.
Implementation
of
the
recomm~ndations which relate to juvenile institutional
programs and services, probation services and community
alternatives will improve the quality of care fo~
juvenile offenders.
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Our analysis of the Maine Youth Center, however,
reinforced the fact that the juvenile correctional system
is a complex system of interrelated agencies and
activities. we have identified several areas th~t
warrant further analysis. It is our belief that a
separate Juvenile Justice Master Plan will better address
those issues in a more system-wide, comprehensive
approach. The issues are summarized in the section of
this report relating to recommended areas of further
study.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE MASTER PLAN*

SHORT RANGE (Stage 1:

Foundation Plan FY 1987):

Reduce the risk of court intervention/court order.
Improve existing adult and juvenile correctional
programs and service delivery.
Respond to public safety concerns through proper
allocation of correctional resources.
Reduce the "costs" of overcrowding (financial and
human) at state run institutions.
Enhance correctional administration/management.
Provide appropriate settings for high risk inmates
sentenced to the DOC.

LONG RANGE (Stage 2:

System Plan FY 1988-1995):

Provide mechanisms for managing offender
population growth.
Provide for a constitutional correctional system.
Provide for a continuum of care for convicted
offenders.
Provide for a system that manages the flow of
convicted offenders in the most cost-effective
manner.
Provide for a system that addresses state/ county
roles in the delivery of institutional and noninstitutional services.
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Master Plan
Description

As stated, the Maine Statewide Correctional System
MaSter
Plan
addresses both
long .and short
range
objectives.
We
have
developed
a
series
of
recommendations that are to proceed in two Stages, as
indicated.below:
Stage 1:

Foundation Plan

Stage 1 of the Master Plan is referred to as the
Foundation Plan.
Foundation Plan recommendations are
short range actions which should be set into place in
this legislative session (FY 87).
The Foundation Plan
improves the existing correctional system and sets the
stage for future change.
The Foundation Plan is the first crucial step in
addressing
broader,
system-wide correctional policy
issues.
For the State to successfully plot a future
correctional policy direction, it must have a solid
foundation from which to work. The existing correctional
system in Maine is facing a situation of cr 1s1s
proportions.
The correctional system itself must be
strengthened as the first step in reaching long range
correctional system objectives.
The recommendations included in the Foundation Plan
address
the
need for
both capital and operating
improvements
for
the
Maine
Correctional
System.
Recommended action areas and attendant costs for Stage
1: Foundation Plan, can be summarized as follows:
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Master Plan
Description
(continued)

STAGE 1:

FOUNDATION PLAN SUMMARY

capital COnstruction Recommendations
New 500 Bed Maximum Facility
project costs

$36,000,000
9,000,000
2,500,000
500,000

Additional Improvements - MSP
project costs
Renovations - Bangor Kitchen

75,000

Charleston - 30 Bed Addition

75,000

Trailers - 100 additional beds
TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

500,000
$48,650,000

aperating Recommendations
Central Office Organization

$

614,000

Institutional Programs

1,944,000

Institutional Security/Support

1,363,000

Probation Services

1,870,000

Community Contracts

1,248,000

Correctional Industries

800,000

System Issues/Further Study

200,000

Pilot Programs
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES
TOTAL FOUNDATION PLAN EXPENDITURES

$1,650,000

$ 9,689,000
$58,339,000*

*Does not include Category A emergency requests or
Regular FY 87 DOC Budget Requests.
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Master Plan
Description

STAGE 2:

(continued)

Stage 2:
System Plan addresses long range system-wide
correc.tional policy decisions. The policy direction .that
the State can pursue in the future is presented as a
choice of Correctional Policy Options available for
providing a continuum of care for convicted offenders.
The System Plan provides for a system-wide policy that
manages the flow of convicted offenders through a
correctional system that ensures public safety in a
humane, constitutional and cost-efficient manner.

SYSTEM PLAR

Each of the policy options takes a different approach to
the management and control of offender population
growth. Tne four long range policy options are:
1.

COntinue Current Practices

Retain existing correctional system structure.
Continued construction
required bedspace.

to

meet

demand

for

Incarceration
of
convicted
offenders
is
predominantly the responsibility of the State
correctional system.

2.

FOrmalize
State/County
Correctional Efforts

Responsibility

for

Incarceration of long term offenders (greater
than 6 months) is the responsibility of the
State.
County jails house short term offenders,
than or equal to 6 months).

(less

Provide state subsidies to counties to offset
operational costs at jails.
Continue construction on a modified basis to
meet bedspace demand.
3.

Implement a Coml:sunity Corrections Act

- Emphasis on non-institutional alternatives for
short term target offenders.
Development of programs at local level.
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Provide state subsidies for the development of
alternatives at the local level.

Master Plan
Description
(continued)

Create dis-incentives for mis-use
incarceration for target offenders.
Continue construction on a
meet bedspace demand.
4.

modifi~d

of

state

basis to

unify State and Local Correctional 8ystems

Unifieq Statewide correctional system under DOC
jurisdiction.
State
absorbs
county
jail
administrative
responsibility and operating budget.
County jails became part of
state-run correctional system.

an

integrated

Pilot Programs

Pilot Programs associated with Options 2, 3, and 4 are
recommended for implementation in selected counties who
volunteer their participation. The. Pilot Programs are a
major component of the Foundation P~an pnd are a crucial
element of the Master Plan implementation strategy. They
will assist the State in determining a future direction
for providing a continuum of care for convicted offenders
while mananging population growth.
The chart on the following page provides an illustration
of the Master Plan five year implementation strategy,
which incorporates the Foundation Plan, an evaluation
component (of Pilot Programs) and long range decisions
and actions.
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Problems Facing
Present System

The Maine Correctional System is facing problems similar
to those being encountered across the nation. A growing
offender population in Maine is taxing current capacities
to the very limit, putting added pressure on already
antiquated facilities. The Maine Correctional Center
(MCC) was established in 1919, and the present Maine
State Prison (MSP) was reconstructed in 1924. Further,
both facilities are currently operating well over
capacity. Satellite units (PRC) have recently been added
or expanded to accommodate the burgeoning Prison and
Correctional Center populations. Also, security and
support staff, and staffing for institutional programs,
have not kept pace with the growing offender population.
Maine's growing offender population,- poor facility and
physical plant conditions, and inadequate institutional
and non-institutional programs and services, are
combining to move Correctional System conditions to
crisis proportions.
Threat of Court Takeover
On the institutional side, severe overcrowding in
substandard facilities are the stuff that court orders
are made of. Across the Nation, Federal and State courts
are stepping in with court orders and consent decrees to
correct conditions of conf,inement in correctional
facilities and entire correctional systems. According to
the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the entire prison
systems of eight states were operating under court.order
as recently as last year. In 25 additional states, at
least one major institution was operating under court
order.
Given this trend, and with the· current state of
corrections in Maine, it is not alarmist to assume that
the State is edging closer and closer to the threat of
court intervention.
Overcrowding
On a national basis, Maine has a relatively low
incarceration rate. The chart of New England states
provides a comparison of incarceration rates per 100,000
and shows Maine's national rank of 47th. That is, only
three stat.es nationally have lower incarceration rates
than Maine. Still, for the last several years, the
inmate population in Maine has continued to increase, and
average facility population was about 39% higher in mid
1985 than it was five years prior. The graph which
follows illustrates inmate population growth trends over
the last five years.
-12-
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(continued)

Figures for the last six months alone are even more
alarming, as they indicate a 12% increase over the sa~e
time period a year ago. As of this writing (December 2,
.1985) the population count was at a record high of 1245
inmates.
Overcrowding results in a correctional system operating
beyond
its
planned operational
capacity.
Good
correctional management practices suggest that a system
operate at 95% capacity, to allow for some classification
and maintenance flexibility within the institution.
In
contrast, Maine's correctional system is currently
operating at about 115% capacity. What this means, quite
simply, is that the system must Rfindw beds for an
additional 160 inmates, as current capacity provides a
total of 1088 beds throughout the system, including
contractual beds.
The upshot is that facility administrators are forced to
create temporary housing in areas not designed as inmate
quarters. At both MSP and MCC, infirmaries and dayrooms
have been converted to inmate dormitories.
Double
celling is no longer uncommon, even in segregation areas
where disciplinary cases and troublesome inmates should
be housed individually in isolation.
In addition to the obvious physical constraints, facility
overcrowding extols a high cost on both inmates and
staff.
Research has shown that tension and stress are
directly related to crowding conditions, and inmate
disturbances often result.
The correctional system in
Maine
has
begun ·to manifest
these
symptoms
of
overcrowding, as evidenced by recent serious disturbances
at the facilities.
is manifested in high employee
Staff frustration
turnover, excessive sick leave and burnout.
These
conditions not only result in high over time costs, but
further threaten the security of the institution.
Physical Plant Deficiencies
While overcrowding can take its toll on any facility, the
impact on an inadequate physical plant is even more
apparent.
The Maine Correctional System is not only
faced with overcrowding, but with antiquated facilities
that do not provide adequate maximum security housing,
central intake, reception and classification assessment
capabilities, or housing for mental health irimates, and
inmates requiring medical treatment and isolation.

-15~
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Present.Systell

Program Deficiencies

(continued)

While the number of inmates incarcerated has continued to
grow, institutional programs and service have not kept
pace.
Shortages in program offerings and staff are
apparent at all of the major institutions, resulting in
limited
treatment
opportunities
for
incarcerated
offenders.
The situation is not much better for the Probation
Division.
caseload size has continued to increase, with
little corresponding increase in staff.
The number of
adults on probation has jumped 20% in the last year
alone, from 3059 to 3629, resulting in an average
client/officer ratio of 98:1.
This is due, in part, to
the dramatic increase in the use of split sentences by
the judiciary.
The use of split sentences has nearly
doubled in the last several years.
For example, a full
56% of last year's prison admissions received split
sentences
(incarceration followed by probation), as
compared to 31% five years ago. Since the abolishment of
parole,
split sentences have been
used
to ensure
supervision of offenders upon release from a correctional
facility.
In this context, split sentencing has been
referred to as "judicial parole".
The percentage of
prisoners released to probation has.tripled over the five
year study period, to a current 65% of all admissions.
Also related to both the increase in probation caseload
and the split sentence is the use of 'shock probation',
whe-re an offender is sentenced to a short period of
incarceration, followed by a more lengthy probation
sentence. Needless to say, this practice diverts limited
resources - programs and prison beds - to short-term
offenders sentenced to under one year.
In many states,
by comparison, this offender group is generally a local
and community responsibility.
Problems facing the present system can be summarized as
follows:
Potential
future.

for

court

order/takeover

in

the

Severe overcrowding.
Antiquated physical plants at main facilities.
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Present Systea
(continued)

Lack of maximum security housing.
Lack of facilities for
mental health problems.

inmates with medical and

Lack
of
centralized
intake,
reception
classification assessment capabilities.

and

Use of prison beds for offenders sentenced to under
one year.
•,
Limi.ted treatment
offenders.

and

program

opportunities

for

Unmanageable caseload levels in the Institutions and
Probation.
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Population
Profiles

Inmate population profiles serve to describe offender
character is.tics and to document correctional system
trends.
Population profiles were constructed based on a five year
sample
(25%)
of admissions to the Department of
Corrections.
Some of the key findings from the profile analyses relate
directly to the short and long range planning issues
presently confronting the State of Maine.
They are
highlighted below.
The full results of the Inmate
Population Profile Study appear in Volume II of the
Master Plan Final·Report.
Al.Jiost half (47\) of all adaissions were sentenced
to one year or less. One-fifth (21%) of the sample

was sentenced to six months or less. Use of prison
beds for short term offenders has placed a burden on
State correction system resources. In many states,
short
term offenders
are
given
county
jail
sentences,
or
are
diverted
to
community
alternatives.
The number of admissions entering the system for
relatively short periods of time is particularly
troublesome from a programmatic stand point. These
inmates, often eligible for minimum and community
status, are quickly process.ed through the system and
moved into appropriate programs.
The constant
turnover among the short term population has
resulted in some disruption of the reception and
classification process and the use of the satellite
units as true pre-release centers for more long-term
inmates exiting the system.
The impact of this population on facility bedspace
is also apparent. A recent survey by the Department
of Corrections revealed that over 15% of the total
current population was comprised of inmates sentenced to one year or less. This translated into 196
actual beds required for this population at any
given time. The actual number of beds required for
short-termers in the system is a product of the
number of admissions and the average length of stay
for inmates sentenced to one year or less.

-18-
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(continued)

Draaatic increase in sex offenses. The percentage
of those incarcerated for committing sex offenses
has increased from 4. 6% in FY 81 to 20.3% last
year. This huge proportion of sex offenders creates
a need for specialized programming within the
institutions. Additionally probation personnel site
the need for specialized treatment capabilities to
deal with these offenders once they are released on
probation for supervision in the community.
Over one half of last year's adaissions were given
split sentences.
Split sentencing, the practice of

sentencing an individual to a term of incarceration
followed by probation, is widely used in Maine. The
percentage of those receiving split sentences has
increased from 21% to 56% in the last five years.
Needless to say, this practice has resulted in
increased probation caseloads - which rose 20% last
year alone resulting in a 98:1 probationer to
officer caseload ratio. Split sentences represent a
widespread use of •shock probation• (for those
sentenced to 6 months a or less, 70% received a
split sentence), as well as serving a •parole•
function of post-release supervision of offenders.
Increase in sentence lengths for serious offenses.
The average sentence length for Class A offenses
nearly doubled over the five year study period, to
91 months last year. Average length of stay for all
classes of offense have been increasing consistently
since FY 1982 (from 17 months to 23 months in FY
1985).

The average sentence length for violent offenses has
also increased substantially, from 37 months four
years ago, to almost 59 months in FY 1985.
Average sentence lengths for sex offenses have more
than doubled in a five year period, from 28 mont.hs
in FY 1981 to over 57 months in FY 1985.
It should be noted that the average length of
sentence represents the arithmetic mean of a sample
of sentences handed down for a given category. The
average, or mean may be skewed upward by a few
extremely large values.
However, for planning
purposes, the average length of sentence is used as
an indication of sentencing trends.
While this
project does not provide for a comprehensive indepth study of sentencing practices in Maine, the
inmate population profiles do suggest that those who
are
incarcerated, are, on an average,
being
sentenced to longer terms of imprisonment.
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Population projections were developed to help determine
the future operational and capital construction
requirements for the Maine Correctional System.

Population
Projections

The population projections and subsequent bedspace
requirements are based on an analysis of historical
prison population growth trends over the last ten years.
The rate of growth experienced by the system, especially
over the last several years, has continued to increase
despite a decrease in crime rates and a leveling off of
the "at-risk" population (males aged 18-34). While these
factors have nationally been used as valid indicators of
prison population, they have not helped to explain the
increase in Maine's inmate population counts. After much
analysis, past incarceration trends proved to be the best
indicator of potential future correctional system growth.
Population forecasts indicate that, if current trends and
practices continue the correctional system may require as
many as 1658 beds for the general inmate population by ·
the year 1990. The need for 79 additional 'segregation
beds will result in a total bedspace requirement of 1737
beds in 1990.
Population projections appear in the Table below, broken
down by specific categories.
TABLE 2.1
POPDLATIOR PROJECTIORS BY CATEGORY

Year

+

Max.

+

Med.

+

Min.

+ Comm.

+

Rec.

+

M.H.

Required
G.P.
= Beds * +

~

=

Total

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

215
231
245
261
279

354
381
403
431
460

415
442
462
487
513

141
155
171
187
207

90
96
102
109
116

64
69
73
78
83

1279
1373
1456
1554
1658

61
65
69
74
79

1340
1439
1525
1628
1737

1995

385

635

727

269

160

114

2290

109

2399

*

includes 5% utilization factor.
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Population
Projections
(continued)

A 5% utilization factor has been incorporated into the
baseline projections to derive total general population
bedspace requirements. Modern corrections practice
recognizes that a correctional system cannot operate
optimally at 100% capacity. Accordingly, the 5%
utilization factor provides additional space - or
management beds - to account for unexpected peaks in
population, loss of cells due to maintenance problems,
and need for some classification flexibility.
General Population Beds
General population bedspace requirements are disaggregated into maximum, medium and minimum security
categories, mental health housing, and reception
housing. These disaggregations were derived from
separate classification analyses of related inmate
characteristics and system activity.
Analysis revealed, for example, that approximately 5% of
the population admitted to the system during the last
five years had experienced psychiatric problems, while
incarcerated, severe enough to require special housing
within the facility or to necessitate transfer to a
psychiatric hospital. Corrections personnel substantiate
that at least 5% of current population could be better
accommodated in a special housing unit for inmates with
psychological problems. Such a Mental Health Unit would
serve those inmates experiencing psychological
difficulties requiring an increased level of management,
care and treatment. Inmates exhibiting acute psychiatric
disorders requiring hospitalization would be transferred
to the appropriate facility until stabilized. Offenders
declared mentally incompetent, criminally insane or not
guilty by reason of insanity would continue to be housed
at the State Psychiatric Hospital.
The number of beds required for a centralized reception
unit is based on analysis of monthly admissions for the
last two years and assumes a 30 day stay in a reception
unit. The percentage of the total population who would
be in reception housing at any given period is
approximately 7%.
Security requirements (maximum, medium, minimum) for the
general population are derived from analyses of
classification criteria. The proportions for maximum,
medium and minimum security are approximately 19%, 32%,
and 49%, respectively.
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The m1n1mum catagory also takes into account those who
meet the criteria for community based placement, such as
halfway houses, pre-release units, and work release
centers.
Approximately 25% of minimum catagory inmates
are classified as appropriate for community placement.

Population
Projections
(continued)

The current
inmate population in Maine according
correction officials, breaks down ito the following
approximate proportions: 18% maximum, 35% medium, 47%
minimum
(of
these,
approximately one quarter are
community).
The minimum custody category takes into
account those inmates entering the system with short
sentences as well as those who have successfully served a
portion of their sentence and are now housed in minimum
security facilities and pre-release centers.
Special Beds
Special beds are necessary for segregation purposes in
order to isolate those individuals who need protective
custody, inmates whq cannot get- along in the general •
population or who are isolated as punishment for
infraction of institutional rules.
Approximately 5% of
total bedspace requirements is allocated for segregation
beds.
The following table illustrates
for the projected population.
reception and mental health and
category, indicating the total
high-risk inmates.

the bedspace requirements
This breakdown collapses
maximum security into one
bedspace requirements for

. TABLE 2.2
PROJECTED BEDSPACE RBJUIREMENTS

369
396
420
448
478

354
381
403
431
460

415
442
462
487
513

141
155
171
187
207

1279
1373
1456
1554
1658

61
65
69
74
79

1340
1439
1525
1628
1737

1995

659

635

727

269

2290

109

2399

+
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+
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=
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System
capacity

The present system capacity (as of December 1985) is
presented in the following table (Table 2.3) according to
the number of maximum, medium, minimum and segregation
beds
that are currently available throughout the
correctional system, as well as the number of contractual
beds being utilized.
A comparison of these figures to
those
presented
in
Table
2.2
(Project
Bedspace
Requirements) reveals that the system will operate this
year with a deficit of about 162 beds. The Department of
Corrections is presently attempting to offset the
bedspace deficit through double celling and placement of
additional inmates in the county jails at the per diem
rate. These "solutions", however, are becoming less and
less available, as the margin between necessary and
available beds continues to widen.
In 1983, the voters of Maine approved a Construction Bond
Issue that will add an additional 118 beds to the
Correctional System for a total of 1206 beds by 1990.
Table 2.4 illustrates the 1987 Correctional System
Capacity depicting the number of maximum, medium, minimum
segregation and contractual beds that will be available
when this additional construction is completed.
Even
with the new construction, projections indicate that a
shortage of 520 general population beds may still exist
by 1990. An additional 11 segregation beds will also be
required, over and above the 68 currently available.
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TABLE 2.3
PRESENT SYSTEM CAPACITY

System
Facility
MSP
MCC
·Charleston
Down East
Bolduc
Bangor
Central Maine
Southern Maine
Female Pre-Release
FACILITY TOTAL

Max.

Med.

355

45
173

Min.

= Total

72
35
30
30
5

28
12
6
7
0
0
2
0
0

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

428
185
99
103
72
35
32
30
5

265

934

+ 55

=

989

+ 55

= 1,088

93

314

+ Seg.

400
173
93
96
72
35
30
30
5

96

355

Total GP

Contractual
25
56

Federal
County Jails
Community

i8

CONTRACTUAL TOTAL

99
1,033

GRAND TOTAL
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TABLE 2.4
1987 SYSTEM CAPACITY*

Max.

Med.

MSP
MCC
Charleston
Down East
Bolduc
Bangor
Central Maine
Southern Maine
Female Pre-Release

355

45
273

FACILITY TOTAL

355

Facility

Min.

+ Seg.

=

=
=
=

+ 68

=

1107

+ 68

=

1206

72
35
30
30
10

28
25
6
7
0
0
2
0
0

270

1039

93

System
= Total
428
298
99
103
72
35
32
30
10

400
273
93
96
72
35
30
30
10

96

414

Total GP

=

=
=
=
=

Contractual
Federal
County Jails
Community

25
56
18

CONTRACTUAL TOTAL

99
1138

GRAND TOTAL

The chart on the following page graphically compares
future bedspace requirements with 1987 correctional
system capacity.
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TOTAL BEDSP ACE REQUIREMENTS AND
CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM CAP ACITY
( INCLUDING SEGREGATION )

199%

2500

2399

144%
1875

119%

1562

115%

1250

105%
890

937

625
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Facilities
Analysis

Physical Plant Analysis
As part of the facilities master plan process the
consultant team has completed an exhaustive analysis of
the facilities needs at MSP and MCC. Representative
photographs depicting the current conditions of the Maine
State Prison facility have been included at the end of
this section. In ~ddition, we completed a preliminary
survey of the physical plant at MYC. The following key
findings summarizes the status of Maine's correctional
physical plants:
Nine institutions now comprise the state
correctional system: 8 adult and 1 juvenile
facility.
80% of all available adult correctional bedspace is
40 years or older.
Maine's adult facilities are operating at.l26% over
capacity7 a well run system should operate at 95% of
capacity.
Questionable fire and life'safety conditions exist
at several of the older institutions.
There are no operating medical infirmaries at the
adult facilities.
There are no facilities for prison industries other
than at MSP.
Appropriate facilities do not exist to house maximum
security and mental health inmates.
Appropriate facilities do not exist for diagnostic
classification upon committment to the DOC.

Bedspace Analysis

The population projections and existing system capacity
highlight both current and future deficiencies in terms
of the absolute number of beds. As indicated earlier,
the system will require 1658 general population beds by
1990 resulting in a potential shortfall of 520 beds by
that time. Furthermore, our classification analysis
describes the deficiencies in terms of the types of beds
requited.
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Bedspace Analysis
(continued)

Maxunua security.
The physical plant and operations analysis of MSP
indicates that the facility as presently configured is
inappropr late to house maximum security inmates, and is
extolling a high cost on both staff and inmates.
The
life cycle costs of remodeling the facility to meet both
maximum
security
requirements
and
national
and
constitutional standards are prohibitive and not costeffective.

For example, if MSP were renovated to comply with ACA
standards, the capacity would be reduced from 400 to 184
cells, and the cost of renovation would be $11 million.
The renovation, however, would not alter the poor
configuration and the attendant high inmate to staff
ratios of 1.53 staff to every inmate.
A new equivalent
184 maximum security facility would cost $11,960,000 to
construct and could probably be operated at a inmate to
staff ratio of 2:1, or an improvement in efficiency of
30%.
Medioa Security

The number of additional medium security beds which may
be necessary is contingent upon the future of MSP and the
success of oth~r programs.
Bedspace analyses suggest a
deficit of approximately 46 medium security beds by
1990.
With the construction of a new maximum security
facility., either MSP could be renovated by 1993 to
provide appropriate medium security housing, or other
existing facilities could be expanded to meet the deficit
in beds.
Minunm Security

Classification disaggregations suggest the need for an
additional 450 m1n1mum security beds by 1990.
New
facilities, if required, might be constructed in more
urban areas of the state and serve as both halfway-in and
pre-release centers.

Central Reception
The State of Maine presently does not have the capacity
for central reception and classification of inmates.
Currently,
sentenced
offenders
are
transferred
immediately to MCC or MSP where they are placed in a
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Bedspace Analysis

(continued)

designated area of the facili-ty to await institutional
classification. The lack of a centralized reception and
classification facility impact on the ability to provide
a standardized classification assessment and program plan
for inmates admitted to the system. · By 1990, 116
reception beds will be necessary.
These will require
maximum security type construction.
Mental Health

Mental Health housing is severely lacking in the present
system. Currently, none of the adult facilities have the
appropriate quarters for inmates experiencing mental
difficulties, and those with severe mental health needs
are either placed in segregation or transferred to local
hospitals.
Projections indicate that 83 mental health
beds will be required systemwide by 1990.
Medical

None of the major adult institutions is presently
operating a medical infirmary for the short term care of
convalescing or quarrantined inmates._
Where these
existed previously, they have now been transformed into
makeshift housing areas to accommodate the burgeoning
inmate population. In addition, MYC is lacking infirmary
beds for its female juvenile population.
The key points highlighted here serve as a summary of the
facility and bedspace analyses conducted at MSP, MCC and
MYC. The findings are presented in greater detail in the
full version of the Maine Statewide Correctional System
Master Plan Final Report (Volume II).
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1.

Front elevation, facility entry.

2.

The "yard" side elevation of the dining hall and industrial
building.
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3.

Vehicular sallyport from inside the facility.
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4.

Administration building from inside the
facility.
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Introduction

The Master Plan goals and objectives defined earlier
speak to the need for both long and short range responses
to Maine's administration of a correctional system for
convicted offenders. The relationship between long and
short range actions is a crucial one. The Master Plan
must provide for the transition from an improved
correctional system to system-wide responsibility for
long range correctional policy decisions.
Our approach to the development of a Master Plan for the
State of Maine takes this into account. - The Master Plan
is presented as two related stages. We are recommending
immediate implementation of Stage 1: Foundation Plan.
The Foundation Plan is aimed at 1) improving the current
correctional system, and 2) setting the stage for future
change.
The areas addressed in Stage 1 of the Foundation Plan
include: ·
Capital Construction
Central Office Organization
Institutional Programs
Institutional Security/Support
Probation Services
Community Contracts
.correctional Industries
System Issues/Further Study
Pilot Programs
By addressing these areas, the current correctional
system is brought up to an appropriate level of
functioning, so that the larger policy issues can be
addressed.
Four Pilot Programs, corresponding to the various
options,are to be implemented in FY 1987 as part of the
Foundation Plan. These Pilot Programs correspond to the
stated policy options and are aimed at assisting the
State in determining a future correctional policy that is
politically, economically and practically appropriate for
the State of Maine. In this regard, Stage 2 incorporates
an evaluation of the Pilot Programs, with an analysis of
statewide implementation issues, ~nd finally, a decision
as to statewide correctional system policy. The Master
Plan implementation strategy provides for a phased set of
actions commencing with the Foundation Plan. Pilot
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Introduction
(continued)

programs are set into place in FY 87 as provided for in
the Foundation Plan. It is expected that these Programs
will run for a period of two years; with an evaluation of
the Programs taking place early in FY 88. This schedule
allows for a statewide policy decision with attendant
fiscal and legislative appropriations by FY 1989.
Stage 2 of the Master Plan addresses the long range
system-wide ·policy issues. Decisions made in this Stage
relate to the future direction that the State of Maine
wishes to pursue in providing a continuum of care for
convicted offenders.
The Stage 2 Policy Options that
were developed address the relationship between state and
counties in providing a coordinated correctional system
for all offenders.
These long range policy options are the culmination of a
comprehensive process involving numerous stakeholders in
t~e
Maine Correctional System.
The process for
developing these options entailed muc~ discussion between
the TEG Project Team and The Department of Corrections.
In addition to several ongoing meetings with DOC
administration and staff, a two-day planning retreat was
held in the fall, in which Master Plan recommendations
and policy options were developed.
The planning process also included several meetings and a
sharing of ideas · with the Governor 's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Corrections, . as well as meetings with
Governor Brennan.
The systemwide options, as they relate to correctional
policy are:
1)

Continue current practices

2)

Formalize
State/County
Correctional Services

3)

Implement a Community Corrections Act

4)

Unify the state and local correctional systems

responsibilities

for

The following
chart illustrates the process
from
Foundation Plan, through an evaluation of Policy Options,
to a future policy direction. The decisions made during
this period relate to statewide policy, future capital
construction needs, and program development.
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S'l'AGB 1:

Foundation Plan

FOUNDA'l'IOH PLAR

As described, the Correctional System Master Plan has two
sequential stages.
Stage I of the Master Plan is a
Foundation Plan for the Correctional System.
This
Foundation
Plan
is
comprised
of
short
range
recommendations which should be set in motion as early as
Fiscal Year 1987. - These recommended actions are
primarily aimed at improving current correctional system
functioning.
In this respect, the Foundation Plan is
seen as necessary in order to bring the correctional
system up to an appropriate level of· operation - by
improving administrative, programmatic and operational
components of the system.
Improving the existing system is an important goal in and
of itself.
Just as important, the Foundation Plan is
viewed as a crucial first step in addressing the long
range policy options discussed earlier.
The Foundation
Plan recommendations serve to build a solid basis for
corrections - a firm foundation from which to address the
long range system-wide policy decisions ·which must be
determined in Stage 2.
The Foundation Plan lays out recommendations that relate
to both physical plant requirements and operational,
administrative and programmatic aspects of correctional
system functioning.
Stage 1:
Foundation Plan
recommendations
are
organized
into
the
following
sections:
capital Construction
Central Office Organization
Institutional Programs and Services
Institutional Security/Support
Probation Services
Community Contracts
Correctional Industries
System Issues/Further Study
Pilot Programs
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STAGE 1:

Foundation Plan

(continued)

FOUNDATION PLAN

This chapter summarizes the recommended actions to be
addressed by the Foundation Plan. The Fiscal Impact
(Capital and Operating expenditures) is provid~d for each
of the sections.
The dollar figures presented here are an approximation of
associated costs for each recommendation, rounded to the
nearest $1,000.00. The reported expenditures include
person~l services, all other, and capital expenses, ·where
appropriate. Where indicated, appropriations are also
requested for FY 85/86, to provide funding for immediate
implementation.
The following table presents a summary of total requested
appropriations related to the Foundation Plan.
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FISCAL IMPACT SUMMARY

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION
GRAND

85/86
500 bed .facility/with project costs

86/87

TOTAL

$45,000,000

$45,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

-

Additional improvements MSP/with
project <::Osts

500,000

$500,000

Trailers for 100 beds
Renovations at CCF (30 beds)

75,000

75,000

Renovations at Bangor kitchen

75,000

75,000

$500,000

$48,150,000

$48,650,000

Central Office Organization

.$54,000

$560,000

$614,000

Institutional Programs

270,000

1,674,000

1,944,000

Institutional Security/Support

266,000

1,097,000

1,363,000

Probation Services

357,000

1,513,000

1,870,000

Community Contracts

36,000

1,212,000

1,248,000

800,000

800,000

1,740,000

200,000

1,650,000

1,650,000

$8,596,000

$9,689,000

Total - capital
OPERATIONS

Correctional Industries
110,000

System Issues/Further Study
Pilot Programs
Total - aperating

$1,093,000

$58,339,000

GRAND TOTAL FOUNDATION PLAN

Category

~

Emergency Requests

$1,700,000

Monies Already Appropriated FY 87

$32,000,000
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CAPITAL CONSTRJ;JCTION

Recommendations Summary
Capital Construction recommendations relate
to the need for construction of a new
maximum facility as well as interim beds
necessary to offset the extreme overcrowding that presently exists within
the present facilities.
A.

Fiscal Impact Summary
85/86

86/87

$500,000

$48,150,000

New 500 Bed Facility

Population projections and existing system capacity help to define the
bedspace resources and deficiencies for the Maine Correctional System. As
indicated, the system will require 1658 general population beds by 1990,
resulting in a potential shortfall of 520 beds by that time.
Future bedspace requirements may be impacted by the implementation of
various policy and program recommendations. PoliGies and programs aimed
at providing alternatives to incarceration are geared toward m1n1mum
security inmates. This may reduce the number of future beds required in
that category.
The greatest need for~ beds, at the State level, however, exists for
maximum se·curity, reception housing and mental health housing. We are
therefore recommending that a 500 bed maximum security facility be
authorized in FY 1987 to be completed by 1990. This facility will
accommodate housing for "high risk offenders" and will provide for 279
maximum security beds, 116 reception beds, 83 mental health beds, and 21
segregation beds.
Construction of a new maximum security facility is consistent with the
need for appropriate bedspace for mental health, reception and maximum
security category inmates, as documented by the facilities analysis. As
indicated, the physical plant and operations analysis of MSP indicates
that the facility as presently configured is inappropriate to house
maximum security inmates, and is extolling a high cost on both staff and
inmates. The life cycle costs of remodeling the facility to meet both
maximum security requirements and national and constitutional standards
are prohibitive and not cost-effective.
To illustrate, if MSP were renovated to comply with ACA standards, the
capacity would be reduced from 400 to 184 cells, and the cost of
renovation would be $11 million.
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Necessary renovations netting 184 cells would not begin to provide the
number
of
cells
necessary
to
meet
maximum security
bedspace
requirements.
Furthermore, the renovations would not alter the poor
configuration and the attendant high staff to inmate ratios of 1.53 staff
to every inmate.
By comparison, a new equivalent 184 maximum security
facility would cost $11,960,000 to construct and could probably be
operated at an inmate to staff ratio of 2:1, or an improvement in
efficiency of 30%.
A new facility, with such an improvement in staffing efficiency, can
result in substantial savings over the life of the facility. For example,
if current staffing costs at MSP are compared to those of a new 500 bed
institution, the relative staffing costs would result in an annual savings_
of --1.58 million dollars - the equivalent of 75 authorized positions.
Carried over the 30 year life cycle of a new facility, without factoring
in inflation, nets a 47 million dollar savings - more than the cost of a
p.ew facility.
When adding in inflation compounded at 5% per year, the
cost savings are more than 100 million dollars.
With the addition of a new facility by 1990, decisio·ns regarding the
future use of MSP can be made. Depending on the success of programs aimed
at offender population management control and subsequent need for
additional beds, MSP could be closed in the future (possibly be 1993) or
renovated to accommodate medium or even minimum security inmates, if
necessary.
Fiscal Impact

85/86

New 500 Bed Facility
Project Costs

$36,000,000
9,000,000

Sub-total (A)
B.

86/87

$45,000,000

Interim Beds

In addition to the new maximum security facility, the DOC will require
interim beds to help meet the 1987 shortfall of 233 beds.
We are
recommending that the state immediately acquire 100 beds of m1n1mum
security portable type housing to be placed at MCC and in addition
renovate another barracks at charleston to accommodate an additional 30
inmates.
The balance of the shortfall of 103 beds will be dealt with
through continued contracts with the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the
county jails as well as continued overcrowding at several of the state
facilities.
we are hopeful that by the. end of FY 1988, the continued
shortfall will be further offset to some extent by population reductions
which will result from the Pilot Programs that are to be implemented in FY
1987.
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85/86

Fiscal Impact

$500,000

Trailers for 100 beds
Renovations at Charleston

$75,000

Sub-total (B)
C.

86/87

$500,000

$75,000

Renovations to Present Facilities

Bangor Pre-Release
Renovations to existing facilities include the prov1s1on of
facility at Bangor pre-release. Presently, food is brought
institution from Bangor Mental Health Institute. A kitchen
would allow for more efficient preparation of quality meals
population here.

a kitchen
to the
on grounds
for the

Maine State Prison
As stated above, the future use of MSP will be determined by the succeEs
of various ·program and po~icies aimed at offender population management
control. At any rate, the facility will remain operational for at least
5-8 years while Foundation Plan recommendations are being realized and
Stage 2 actions are taking place. In the interim, renovations are
~ecessary at MSP to further address life safety issues and to provide
appropriate space for prison industr'ies. Required life safety
improvements would include additional installation of automatic locking
devices, and smoke and fire alarms. Expansion of existing prison industry
programs would require the addition of approximately 15,000 square feet of
industry space.
Fiscal Impact

85/86

Bangor Renovations (Kitchen)
MSP Renovations
Project Costs

86/87
75,000
2,500,000
500,000

Sub-total (C)

$3,075,000

The total capital expenditures program requested for FY 1987 is summarized
on the following page. The capital expenditures form the core of the
Stage 1: Foundation Plan. Once these capital improvements are on line,
future policy decisions to build and/or renovate additional beds ean be
made without the threat of court orders or overcrowded insitutions driving
policy decisions. For example, in that context the future decision to
renovate or close MSP will depend on the success of programs aimed at
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offender population management control. The foundation for these programs
will be provided for in the Stage 1 operational recommendations that
follow.
There are several approaches for financing the cost of capital
construction.
The legislature may authorize approval of a Bond Issue.
Lease purchase financing is another approach to financing capital
construction. A description of this approach, and an example of financing
such a project in Maine are provided in Appendix B.

CAPITAL RECOMMERDA'l'IORS:

FISCAL SUMMARY (FY

1986-87)
GRAND

85/86
500 Bed Maximum Facility
Project Costs
Additional Improvements to MSP
Project Costs
Trailers fo'r 100 additional beds

TOTAL CAPITAL REQUESTS

TOTAL

$36,000,000

$36,000,000

9,000,000

9,000,000

2,500,000

2,500,000

500,000

500,000

$500,000

Renovations at CCF for 30 additional beds
Renovations at Bangor:

86/87

500,000
(est.) 75,000

Kitchen
$500,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

$48,150,000

$48,650,000
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Fiscal Impact
85/86
86/87

Recommendation Summary
Reorganization of the Department of Corrections,
including the assignment of new staff necessary
for establishing divisions of authority within
Central Office, as indicated in the Proposed
Table of Organization.

$54,000

$560,000

The Department of Corrections, as it presently exists, is a relatively new
organization. It became an autonomous Department in 1981, when it was
separated from the Department of Mental Health and Corrections. Since its
inception, the Department has not been able to adequately develop the staff
and resources necessary to optimally address the myriad of issues, activities
and responsibilities confronting correctional administrators on a daily basis.
Cu~rently, a seriously understaffed Central Office must respond to a variety
of unanticipated events with which it is confronted such as law suits,
institutional disturbances, and information requests from the media, to name a
few.

Because key personnel must spend valuable time responding to these occurances,
staff resources and often diverted from addressing more global administrative
matters in a comprehensive manner.
Correctional administration and management can be enhanced by establishing
designated divisions within Central Office. These designated divisions of
authority will help to provide clearly defined areas of responsibility within
Central Office.
In this regard, Central Office will be provided with the
staff and resources to develop and guide a correctional philsophy for the
Maine Department of Corrections.
While the responsibility for all correctional functions presently lies with
Central Office, the reorganization of Central Office, .into distinguishable
divisions of authority, is seen as a necessary step for the Department as the
Correctional System continues to expand and grow.
The recommended divisions are illustrated in the proposed Table of
Organization that appears on the next page. A description of each recommended
division, and related new staff. positions, follow.
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Division of
Quality Assurance

I
I

Legal Services

Assistant to the

Internal Affairs

Commissioner
Standards/Inspection

r--------------------------1i
;

L

r-------·

Division of
Classification

J.
'---------:i

- - - - t

Operations

Administrative

Division

Services Division

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

I

Business Office

MSP

Probation and Parole

Personnel

MCC

Communitv Contracts

Office of Public Information

CCF

Office of Training and
Staff Development

DECF
Pre-Release

Planning, Research and
Manaqement Information

MYC

Correctional Proqrams

Correctional Industries
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A.

· Operations Division:
The Operations Division is comprised of both correctional
institutions and community programs. Under the direction of an
Associate Commissioner, the Operations Division will assume
administrative responsibility for all correctional facilities, pre~elease centers, probation and parole functions, and community
contracts, including the proposed Pilot Programs described later in
this chapter.
The creation of a distinct Operations Division is important because
it will provide for a clear administrative link between Central
Office and the various correctional facilities. In addition, this
division will oversee the development and expansion of community
contracts and the Pilot Programs - key components of the Foundation
Plan.
Fiscal Impact
(1)
(1)
(1)

85(86

Associate Commissioner (Range 39)
Secretary (Range 13)
Clerk Typist II (Range 8)

53,000
19,000
18,000

Sub-total (A)
B.

86/87

$90,000

Administrative Services Division:
The Administrative Services Division, under the direction of the
presently authorized Associate Commissioner, would include all
administrative and support functions for the Department of
Corrections. Support functions, would include existing functions
such as Personnel and Business Office, Correctional Programs, and
Training, as well as new functions such as Research and Planning and
Public Information.
Fiscal Impact
(1)
(1)
(1)

85/86

Business Manager (Range 21)
Secretary (Range 13)
Clerk Typist II (Range 8)
Sub-total (B)

86/87
24,000
19,000
18,000
$61,000
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c.

Division of Quality Assurance (Inspections and Internal Affairs):
A new Division of Quality Assurance would be directly accountable to
the Commissioner of Corrections, and is recommended for assuring the
quality of practices consistent with statutory intent, professional
correctional standards and caselaw to ensure safe and secure
correctional facilities. The Division would assume responsibility
for the following functions:
Establishing Standards: The division would, along with
participation from affected and interested parties, establish
standards for the state correctional system which would set
forth the requirements of Maine law, professional correctional
standards such as the American Correctional Association, and
applicable caselaw. The new standards for state correctional
facilities would parallel those already in existance for county
jails.
Inspections: Inspections would provide correctional managers
with a total view of facility and operations using objective
measures. Inspections would provide the Department with
information, verified by on-site inspection', regarding the
compliance with all department standards. (County and State
Facilities).
Enforcement of Standards: The Division's philosophy would be to
attempt to facilitate compliance with standards and to assist i~
achieving compliance. However, when such an approach does not
produce compliance, enforcement powers would be appropriately
invoked by the Commissioner.
Technical Assistance: The Division would provide technical
assistance to achieve compliance where possible. This would be
accomplished through available staff resources or arrangements
coordinated with relevant existing state or federal agencies.
Technical assistance services provide an important function in
facilitating compliance.
Internal Investigations: The Division would conduct
investigations into complaints or allegations made pertaining to
alleged violations of departmental policy or procedure.
Legal Services: The Division would directly assist in writing
policy and procedure manuals, directives, etc.; provide legal
training; engage in legal research; and assist the Department
and Attorney General's Office in litigation proceedings and
other legal matters.
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In that the Attorney General has pledged to provide the
Department with two full-time attorneys, it is recommended that
a Legal Services Specialist be added as well, at the Department
Level, under this Division.
This dual arrangement should be carefully monitored and
evaluated to determine its suitability relative to addressing
the future need for creating an in-house Legal Services Division
within the Department of Corrections.
Fiscal Impact
(1)
(1)

85/86

Director of Inspections/
Internal Affairs ( Range 27)
Legal Serv_ices Specialist (Range 25)

35,000
31,000

Sub-total (C)
D.

86/87

$66,000

Office of Public Information:

All present, top management personnel spend inordinate amounts of
time dealing directly with the media. A Public Relations
Representative shouid. be designated official spokesman for the
Department, and responsible for disemminating _Department of
Corrections information to the public media and other agencies. The
Public Relations Representative would also act as liaision to various
committees and staff of the legislature.
The Office of Public Information will also serve to educate the
public and the legislature relative to the goals, problems and
accomplishments of the Correctional System.
Fiscal Impact
(1)

85/86

Public Relations Representative (Range 22)
Sub-total (D)

86/87
27,000
$27~000
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E.

Office of Training and Staff Development:

Current state laws require that the corrections officers receive at
least 80 hours of certified training in the first year of employment
and 20 hours per year thereafter •. The Department of Corrections
receives approximately $75,000 annually for training department-wide,
a~though most of this money is used for overtime so that staff can be
taken "off line" for training.
Train·ing officers at both the Prison and the Correctional Center are
responsible for coordinating and providing training for corrections
personnel in those facilities and at the satellite units.
The Department of Corrections, through current resources and efforts,
is able to meet minimum mandated training requirements for its
corrections officers, plus some occasional training seminars and
programs for staff representing other disciplines.
However, key management staff within the Department of Corrections
and institutional training officers cite the need to expand
appropriate training at all levels and for all staff within the
Department. For example, i'ncreased coordination with the Maine
Criminal Justice Ac~demy is seen as crucial to the development of
relevant and effective train-ing curricula. Similarly, there is a
need to provide more programs and classes geared toward specific
correctional areas, through increased utilization of special,
relevant training seminars and workshops that ar.e offered throughout
the State.
The Office of Training and Staff Development would allow for the
development of such training efforts as well as provide linkage and
coordination of present departmental training efforts. Additionally,
the Office would be responsible for the development of performance
standards.
A Staff Development Coordinator would be responsible for designing,
developing, implementing and directing training and staff development
of all Department of Corrections personnel. The Staff Development
Coordinator would act as liaison to the Department of Corrections
Training Council, The Maine Sheriff's Association and the Criminal
Justice Training Academy relative to training resources, needs, and
curriculum content.

-
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Additional training monies should be appropriated to the Department
of Corrections, to be re-allocated to departmental agencies and
institutions. These additional funds should be used to provide all
correctional employees opportunities to attend seminars, workshops,
and other training activities appropriate to their particular job
functions.
85/86

Fiscal Impact
(1)

Staff Development Coordinator (Range 25)
Additional Training Resources
Sub-total (E)

F.

86/87
31,000
75,000.
$106,000

Office of Planning, Research and Management Information:

The Department of Corrections has, over the past year, taken the
initial steps necessary to begin implementing an electronic recordkeeping system. Computer hardware equipment has been purchased and
is in the process of being installed. The system will be linked
through a telecommunications system. A needs assessment was
conducted in conjunction with Central Computer Services, to determine
.the system specifications and software requi~ements. Finally, the
Department has applied for a grant through the Justice Assistance Act
for assistance in the development of a Master Records System for the
Department of Corrections.
The Management Information System (MIS) of the Department needs to be
formally established and integrated at all institutions.
Institutions should be linked electronically to Central Office. The
MIS should be expanded to cover not only records, but also business
functions (e.g. purchasing, personnel costs, inmate accounts, etc.),
prison industries, and classification.

An Office of Planning, Research and Management Information is
recommended within Central Office. In addition to coordinating the
above, this office will be responsible for providing strong research
and planning capabilities within the Department ~o generate and
analyze information on correctional system activity and associated
correctional program goals and objectives.
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Fiscal Impact*
(1) Planning/Research Associate I (Range 206)
(1) Management Analyst II (Range 24)
(4) Clerk Typist III (Range 12)
(for F.T. data entry at MSP, MCC, MYC, DOC)
(2) Clerk Typist III (Range 12) (16 hr./wk.
for P.T. data entry at CCF, DECF)
Sub-total (F)

85/86

86/87

11,000
11,000
32,000

25,000
26,000
76,000
18,000

$54,000

$145,000

*Data Entry Positions for Probation District Offices are indicated under
Probation Recommendations.
G.

Correctional Industries:*

Development of a correctional industries program must begin with
coordination of that effort at the departmental level. A Director of
Industries should be appointed within Central Office, with
administrative responsibility for coordinating, a comprehensive
correctional industries program. A first step in establishing a
viable correctional industries program in Maine will be ·to conduct a
marketing study for prison goods and services. Such a study would
likewise analyze the relationship that prison industries is to have
with the private sector, set target goals for production, and develop
marketing strategies to promote prison industries products.
*Programmatic recommendations appear in a subsequent section designated to
Correctional Industries recommendations.
Fiscal Impact
(1)

85/86

Director of Industries (Range 27)
Sub-total (G)

H.

86/87
32,000
$32,000

Division of Classification:

A Division of Classification within Central Office is essential for
the development and implementation of a standardized, comprehens.ive
inmate classification program. A comprehensive classification
system, as recommended, would incorporate central intake, reception
and assessment; institutional (re) classification activities; and
central office classification autfiority (Director of Classification).
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The following key objectives of the proposed classification system
are highlighted below:
~

Central Reception in one Facility for all inmates entering the
system, including a 30 day assessment period in reception for
determining initial placement and program requirements.
The reception center classification committee will be
responsible for conducting a 30 day assessment and evaluation on
each incoming inmate for the purposes of.determining initial
custody level and determining basic program needs and
requirements. The reception center classification committee
then establishes the initial "game plan" for the inmate
regarding movement through the system.
Enhance existing institutional classification committees for
refining and individualizing initial program plans and housing
requirements through standardized, scheduled reclassification
reviews.
Placement of individuals into appropriate institutional programs
and services, and assessing progress, is a crucial element of
institutional classification.
Scheduled review of placements to reassess inmate needs and
progress would also take place at the institutional level and
reclassification recommendations may be made. Where
reclassification assessment is based largely on institutional
behavior and adjustment, institutional staff are best equipped
to make reclassification determinations, based on a clearly
defined, standard set of established criteria.
Central Classification authority in a Division of Classification
responsible for the development of standard classification
policies, procedures and criteria (and compliance) 1 tracking and
monitoring inmate movement through the system; moniotring
changes in inmate population trends and cha~acteristics for the
purpose of program development. Central Classification will
become "guardian of the beds" monitoring the utilization of
·institutional and non-institutional resources. Transfers
between institutions must have the approval of the Central
Office Director of Classification.
The Central Office will also assume responsibility for assuring
that initial placement and institutional recommendations follow
Systemwide Departmental Policy and Directives, and that
scheduled reviews are taking place.
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The computerized MIS to be implemented at Central Office waul be
used for monitoring classification activity throughout the
system.
Additionally, Central Office would have responsibility for
developing standardized institutional policies, procedures and
classification criteria. Training for classification staff
would also be coordinated at this level.
85/86

Fiscal Impact
(1)

Director of Classification (Range 28)
Sub-total (H)

86/87
33,000
$33, 000

*Recommendations associated with the development of the proposed
Classification System (i.e. Central Reception, Institutional
Classification) are discussed in subsequent sections of this report.
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Fiscal Impact

Recommendation Summary
The availability of institutional programs and
services has not kept pace with Maine's growing
inmate population. Institutional services, such
as Medical and Psychological care should be
expanded to provide adequate care (including
24 hour medical coverage). Program offerings
should be expanded and upgraded in the areas
of academic and vocational education and
recreation. Institutional classification
programs can be enhanced with additional
caseworkers to allow for manageable caseloads.
Additional Correctional and Vocational trade
Instructors are recommended at Charleston
to accommodate the increase in population as
called for by the recommended expansion (See
Capital Recommendations).
A.

85/86

86/87

$270,000

$1,674,000

Medical Services:

Twenty-four medical coverage is currently not provided at the major
adult facilities (MSP and MCC) , or at the Youth Center (MYC) • At
m1n1mum, round-the-clock nursing coverage must be available at each
of these institutions. In addition to assigning additional nursing
staff to allow for 24 hour coverage, the quality of service would
improve with the expansion of medical staff at each facility.
Fiscal Impact

85/86

86/87

12,000
27,000

27,000
66,000
57,000
19,000

$39,000

$169,000

27,000

66,000
24,000
19,000

$27,000

$109,000

Maine Correctional Center
(1)
( 3)
( 3)
(1)

Physician's Extender (Range 25)
Nurse II (Range 20)
LPN (Range 16)
Medical Secretary (Range 13)
Sub-total

Maine State Prison
(3)
(1)
(1)

Nurse II (Range 20)
Nurse III (Range 22)
Medical Secretary (Range 13)
Sub-total
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Maine Youth Center

( 4)
(1)
(5)
(1)

Nurse II (Range 20)
Physician's Extender (Range 25)
LPN (Range 16)
Medical Secretary (Range 13)
SUB-TOTAL
Sub-total (A)

B.

85/86

86/87

36,000

87,000
27,000
95,000
19,000

$36,000

$228,000

$102,000

$506,000

Psychological Services
Additional Psychological staff is recommended at several of the adult
facilities to provide testing and counseling fot: those individuals
experiencing psychological/emotional difficulties. Counseling for
offenders with special needs (i.e. sex offenders) could also be
expanded with additional Psychological staff.
'
85/86

Fiscal Impact

86/87

Maine Correctional Center
(1)

Psychologist III (Range 31)
Sub-total

34,000
$34,000

Maine State Prison
(1)
(1)

Psychologist III (Range 31)
Psych. Social Worker (Range 20)
Sub-total

34,-000
'23,000
$57,000

Charleston
(1)

Psychologist @ 50.00/hr for 8 hr/wk
Sub-total

21,000
$21,000

Bangor
(1)

Psychologist @ 50/hr for 3 hr/wk
Sub-total

8,000
$8,000
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Central Maine
85/86
{1) Psychologist

@

8,000

50/hr for 3 hr/wk
Sub-total

$8,000
$128,000

SUB-TOTAL (B)

c.

86/87

Institutional Classification

As discussed previously, institutional classification committees play
an integral role in the classification of offenders.
Currently,
classification committees recommend, monitor and review program
participation within various facilities, as well as recommend
transfers.
Institutional caseworkers presently assume major
responsibility for the collecting, maintenance and follow-up of
classification related information.
The proposed classification
system
also
relies
heavily
on
institutional
classification
recommendations.
Currently, the inmate to caseworker ratio at the
main facilities is around 100 to 1.
Because institutional
classifiction activities are, and will continue to be a key component
of the classification system, an inmate to caseworker ratio of 40:1
is recommended as a means of improving classification delivery of
services.
Additionally, caseworkers are recommended for the
satellite facilities as well.
Fiscal Impact

85/86

a6/87

Correctional Caseworker (Range 21)
Casework Supervisor (Range 24)

19,000

45,000
29,000

Sub-total

$19,000

$74,000

Correctional Caseworker (Range 21)

(2) 19,000

138,000

Sub-total

$19,000

$138,000

Maine Correctional Center
(2)
(1)

Maine State Prison
(6)
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Charleston
(1)
(1)

Correctional Caseworker (Range 21)
Assistant Classification Officer
(Range 16)

23,000

Sub-total

$43,000

Correctional Caseworker (Range 21)

23,000

Sub-total

$23,000

Correctional Caseworker (Range 21)
(CMPRC/Bangor)

46,000

Sub-total

$46,000

20,000

Down East
(i)

Pre-Release
(2)

SUBTOTAL (C)
D.

$38,000

$324,000

other Institutional Programs
Providing offenders wi~h opportunities for self-improvement while
incarcerated, and assisting in re-integration, are correctional
system goals. Institutional programs must be expanded to accommodate
the dramatic increase in inmate populations. Of specific and
immediate concern is the provision of special education programs for
offenders so classified by the Departm~nt'of Education, both at the
Youth Center and in the adult system. In this regard, additional ·
educational positions are requested for immediate assignment at
MYC. Additionally, an evaluation of the needs of the special
education offenders being housed at MCC (conducted jointly by the DOC
and DOE) is recommended.
Vocational programs and recreation offerings should also be upgraded
and expanded.
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Fiscal Impact

85/86

86/87

39,000

92,000

Maine Correctional Center
(5)
(:i)

(3)
(3)

Correctional Trades Instructor
(Range 14)
Prison Librarian (Range 18)
Recreation Officers (Range 12)
Teacher (Range 21)
Educational Equipment
Contractual Educational Services

(2)

Sub-total

15,000

$54,000

21,000
52,000
66, 000
22,000
32,000
$285,000 .

Maine State Prison
(2)

Correctional Trade Instructors (Range 21). 20,000
Vocational Equipment and Tools
Contractual Education Services

46,000
4,000
30,00.0

$20,000

$80,000

85/86

86/87

20,000
20,000

45,000
45,000

$40,000

$90,000

Sub-total
Maine Youth Center

(2)
(2)

Special Education Teachers (Range 21)
Physical Education Teachers (Range 21)
Sub-total

Charleston
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(4)

Vocational Trades Instructor (Range 21)
Teacher (Range 21)
Recreation Supervisor (Range 20)
Recreation Staff (Range 12)
Correctional Trades Instructors (Range 14)
Sub-total

46,000
23,000
23,000
17,000
76,000
$185,000

Central Maine Pre-Release
Contractual Education Services
Sub-total

15,000
$15,000
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Bangor Pre-Release
(2)

Correctional Trades Instructors
(Range 14)
Contractual Educational Services
Sub-total

16,000

,38 I OOQ
15,000

$16,000

$53,000

DOC
Purchase of Special Educational
Support Services

8,000
$8,000

Sub-total
SUBTOTAL (D)

$130,000

$716, 000
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Fiscal Impact
86/87

Recommendation Summary

85~86

Institutional support requirements refer to the . $266,000
need for security staff and clerical and support
services, such as cooks. Additional correction
officers are required to provide a safe and
secure correctional environment, and to staff
the additional housing units as recommended
in the Capital Constructton recommendations.
Clerical support is necessary to accommodate
the in.crease in institutional populations and
corresponding increases in paperwork. The
specific recommendations for additional security
and support staff are listed below by institution.
Fiscal Impact

..

$1,097,000

65/86

86/87

(10) Correction Officers (Range 13) (trailers) 71,000
(10) Correction Officers (Range 13)
(additional staff)
71,000
(1) Cook (Range 13)
8,000
(1) Clerk Typist III (Range 12) (Records)
9,000

180,000

Maine Correctional Center

Sub-total

180,000
18,000
17,ooo·

$159,000

$395,000

Assistant to the Warden (Range 28)
Guards (Range ) (additional staff)
95,000
Assistant Classification Officer (Range 16)
Clerk Steno II (Range 9)
Clerk Typist II (Range 8)

24,000
225,000
20,000
18,000
36,000

Maine State Prison
(1)
(12)
(1)
(1)
(2)

Sub-total

$95,000

$323,000

Charleston
(10) Corrections Officer I (Range 13)
(addditions)
(1) Corrections Officer III
(1) Clerk Typist II (Range 8)
(1) Clerk Steno III (Range 12)

Sub-total

-56-

180,000
28,000
18,000
17,000
$243,000
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85/86

86/87

Central Maine
(1)

·19, ooo

Clerk Typist II (Range 8)

·$18,000

Sub-total
Down East
(1)

18,000

Clerk Typist II (Range 8)

$18,000

Sub-total
Bangor
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

Guard Sergeant (Range 15)
cook ·nr (Range 1?)
Cook II (Range 12)
Clerk Typist II (Range 8)
Sub-total

12,000

28,000
20,000
34,000
18,000

$12,000

$100,000
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Fiscal Impact
85/86
86/87

Recommendation Summary
Supervision of offenders in the community can
be a viable alternative to incarceration given
manageable caseload size and availability of
appropriate treatment prog~ams and services.
This points to the need for increased probation
staff (to reduce current officer to offender
ratios) as well as expanded capacity for
purchase of services within the community,
especially for probationers with special
counseling needs. An intensive supervision
program is also recommended to allow for
close s·upervision of relatively small
caseloads.
A.

$357,000

$1,513,000

Reduce caseload Size

Probation caseloads have increased substantially with little or no
corresponding increase in staff. The number of adults in probation
has jumped 20% in the last year alone, from 3059 to·3629, resulting
in an average adult caseload ratio of 98:1. On the juvenile side,
total caseload has increased from 1524 to 1987 in one year (30%), and
average caseload per officer is about 53:1. Additionally, these
figures do not begin to take into account additional probation
responsibilities such as pre-sentence investigations, which have also
continued to increase.
While levels of supervision vary for probationer categories, a
general recommendation regarding caseload size is that the officer/
probationer ratio not exceed one-to-sixty. Probation personnel have
indicated that, given additional workload responsibilities, varying
levels of supervision and field work activity, a caseload ratio of
1:60 is appropriate. Additional probation staff should be provided,
so that overall caseload ratios do not exceed 60:1. Appropriate
clerical and support staff, to correspond to increased workload, must
be provided as well. These clerical positions are also necessary for
data entry activities associated with the implementation of a
Managment Information System for the Department.
Fiscal Impact
(23) Probation and Parole Officer (Range 20)
(2) P & P District Supervisors (Range 26)
(7) Clerk Typist III (Range 12)
Sub-total

85/86

86/87

271,000
30,000
56,000

650,000
70,000
133,000

$357,000

$853,000
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PROBATION SERVICES

B.

Intensive Supervision Program
Intensive Supervision Probation (ISP) allows for the close
superv1s1on of relatively small (25:1) caseloads. The Intensive
Supervision Prog_ram, as recommended here, can serve several
functions. ISP has been proven to be a viable alternative to
incarceration. An individual can be sentenced to ISP by the judge
instead of to a period of incarceration, when the risk to public
safety is satisfied by more intensive community supervision.
Offenders already sentenced to the DOC can be release·d to ISP after
serving a portion of their sentences in insititutional custody. In
either case, the candidate for ISP must be evaluated by Probation to
determine suitability. The ISP program will consist of six teams of
two officers each responsible for a caseload of 25. It is expected
that no more than 150 individuals would be eligible to be maintained
on IS~ at any given time.
Fiscal Impact

85/86

(12) Probation and Parole Officers (Range 20)
(1) P & P District Supervisor (Range 26)
( 5)
Clerk Typist II (Range 8)
Capital
All Other

292,000
32,000
76,000
35,000
90,000

Suh-total (B)
C.

86/87

$525,000

Professiona1 Services
The need for enhanced treatment capacity for special offenders
(especially sex offenders) has been reported by probation
personnel. Increased ability to purchase these services for both
adult and juvenile offenders is recommended. Psychiatric social
workers, hired on a contractual basis, could develop and provide
treatment programs for sex offenders, as well as for those
probationers (adult·and juvenile) requiring more in-depth counseling.
Fiscal Impact
(5)

85/86

·Psychiatric Social Worker (Range 22)
Sub-total (C)

86/87
$135,000
·$135, 000
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Fiscal Impact
85/86
86/87

Recommendation Summary'
Sufficient funds must be allocated to the
Department of Corrections for the purchase of
contracted services and the development of
community programs for both juveniles and
adults.

$36,000

$1,212,000

Approximately 1.2 million dollars is currently allocated to the Department
of Corrections for the purchase of Community Programs and Services for
adult and juvenile offenders. Programs include residential treatment for
substance abusers, halfway houses for adults and juveniles, group homes
for juveniles, to name a few. While the current fiscal allocation
provides for the purchase of a number of "beds" in such programs, the
ability to develop or expand community provisions is limited. An increase
in the funds for purchase of services is recommended. The increased
funding will provide for maintenance of existing program contracts, and
development of new ones.
The additional fiscall allocation to the Department of Corrections for
Community Contracts should be used to develop innovate juvenile and adult
programs to be used as both alternatives to incarcerate and as pre-release
programs.
For example, an Outward Bound program for juvenile offenders could be
implemented with a State match of funds already committed by various
community and business organizations. Because there is currently interest
by the business community in subsidizing this program, a State match
should be provided immediately, so that the Outward Bound program for
juveniles can commence in this fiscal year.
Many other community-based offender programs can be developed and utilized
by the Department of Corrections, if additional contractual monies are
available. These could include:
Juvenile Detention Programs
Juvenile and Adult Halfway Houses
Residential Treatment Facilities (drug, alcohol, mental health)
Work Release Centers
Group Homes
Fiscal Impact
Maintenance of existing contractual programs
Increase funds for purchase of programs/services

-

Sub-total

*

85/86

86/87

*36,000

212,000
1,000,000

$36,000

$1,212,000

Provide for immediate state match for Outward Bound program for juveniles.
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Fiscal Impact
85/86
86/87

Recommendation Summary
The Department of Corrections should begin to
develop a viable correctional industries program,
which creates "real work" opportunities within
the facilities. This includes enabling
legislation for establishing industries, at all
institutions, unified compensation to inmates
who work within the institution, program
centralization 'by providing a Director of
Indust'r ies, (See Central Office Organization),
and development of specific industries programs
at MCC.

$800,000

This issue of providing unified compensation to inmates who work within
the institution must be addressed. Maine is currently one of only five
states that is not legislatively authorized to pay inmates for their·work
within the facility. Subsequently, the only compensation available is for
those who work in the industry and novelty programs at MSP - positions
which are by and large held by those spending lengthy periods
incarcerated. This situation not only limits the number of pay-generating
slots available for new inmates, but also dissuades inmates from
progressing to other facilities where pay is not availab_le. We are
therefore recommending implementation of a compensation system that
provides a unified level of pay for work conducted within each facility.
A summary of recommendations, as they relate to the development of
Correctional Industries, includes the following points. A full account of
Industrial Program recommendations appears in Volume II of the Final
Report.
Create "real work" industries programs which operate as much like
comparable businesses in the private sector as possible.
Comparable legislative authorization for establishing industry
program at all institutions.
Unified compensation to participating inmates, and establishment of
pay for all inmate workers.
Defrayment of program expenditures by use of-generated revenue for
goods, salaries and inmate pay.
Linkage of vocational training to industries.
Develop an Indu~tries Advisory Board which includes representatives
of the Industrial Community.
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Establish Industrial Program offerings at MCC to include Graphic
Arts, Upholstery Shop, MetalFabrication and Welding, and Building
Trades/Furniture Assembly.
The development of prison industries at MSP relates to the future of
the institution. The relationship between the craft/novelties
program and the development of prison industries merits further study
by the Department of Corrections.
Fiscal Impact
A.

85/86

Inmate Work Program (Paid Work)
Paid work @ $1.00/day (menial tasks)
Paid work @ $2.00/day (voc or tech ed.)
Paid work @ $3.00/day (industry)
Sub-total (A)

B.

62,000
247,000
186,000
$495,000

Industries Advisory Board
12 meeting @ approx $600/each

8,000
Sub-total (B)

c.

86/87

Industrial Program:
(1)
(4)

$8,000

MCC

Training Center Manager (Range 24)
Correctional Trade Instructors (Range
Industrial Equipment
Sub-total (C)
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SYSTEM ISSUES/FURTHER STUDY

Fiscal Impact
85/86
86/87

Recommendation Summary

Recommendations included in this section address· $110,000
the need for further study and analysis of several
issues relating to the Maine Correctional System.
Additionally, the establishment of a Statewide
Crimin-al Justice Advisory Board is recommended.

A.

$90,000

Criminal Justice Advisory Board
Comprised of criminal justice system representatives and other
concerned public officials and citizenry, this Board will provide
input and interchange among the "stakeholders" in the Correctional
System. Membership should include representatives from the courts,
attorneys, -prosecutors, law enforcement, human services, corrections,
the citizenry and the legislat~re.
Having systemwide representation and input, the Board ·will serve as a
vehicle for addressing the larger criminal justice issues and
activities that impact on the Correctional System, and vice versa.
The Board will report annually to the Governor, and will review
proposed correctional legislation and its impact on all components of
the system.·
85/86

Fiscal Impact
10 advisory board meetings @ $50/each
Sub-total (A)
B.

86/87

5,000
$5,000

Sentencing Guidelines Commission
Sentencing practices, more than any other trend indicator, may be the
driving force that is pushing the correctional system population to
higher and higher levels. This is apparent for short term offenders
who may be appropriate candidates for community corrections or local
incarceration and are instead sentenced to the State system.
Sentencing decisions should allow for utilization of a full range of
alternatives, if provided. In this regard, sentencing can complement
population management and control progr~ms at the state and community
levels. The impact is also being felt in regard to those more
serious offenders who need incarceration at the State Level, and are
being sentenced to longer terms.
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Further study and analysis of sentencing structure and practices by
an independent body composed of judges, criminal justice system
represeQtatives and other 'concerned public officials and citizenry
should be provided for. This can be accomplished by re-establishing
or extending the term of the Sentencing Guidelines Commission for one
additional year.
The Commission should be charged with establishing a viable
sentencing mechanism which balances judicial discretion with the
~vailability of correctional resources at the State and Local levels.
85/86

Fiscal Impact
Per diem reimbursement and expenses
Sub-total (B)

c.

86/87
10,000
$10,000

Juvenile Justice System Study

Many of the Foundation Plan recommendations.relate to juvenile as
well as adult correctional services. Implementation of these
recommendations will aid in enhancing service delivery to juveniles
committed to the Youth Center and on probation.
Our analysis of the MYC reinforced the fact that the juvenile
correctional system is a complex system of interrelated agencies and
activities. We have identified several areas that warrant further
study and analysis. However, it is our recommendation that a
separate Juvenile Justice Master Plan will serve to better address
these issues with a more system-wide comprehensive approach. Some of
the system related issues that should be addressed by further study
are summarized below. A more detailed account of these issues is
provided in Volume II of the Final Report.
The changing nature of the MYC client - more firmly entrenched
in the human services and juvenile justice systems.
Short supply of services for certain offender types, including
females, victims of sexual abuse, those from rural areas, and
those requir fng residential placement.
The need for increased coordination between MYC, criminal
justice and social service agencies where clients are shared.
'

Receptions and Diagnostic functions at MYC, including the
predominance of evaluations being conducted on detentioners for
the courts and the effect this has on the ability to perform
reception and diagnosis services for committed offenders.
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Availability of options at MYC for the control of difficult
offenders and run-aways.
85/86

Fiscal Impact

75,000

Juvenile Justice System Analysis

$75,000

Sub-total (D)
D.

DOC

86/87

Asbestos Study

The Department of Corrections has recently been confronted with the
· problem of asbestos in Correctional facilities and residences. The
extent of the asbestos problem warrants immediate evaluation by the
Department, so that appropriate action can be taken.
85/86

Fiscal Impact
Survey and evalute asbestos problem
Sub-total (D)
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Fiscal Impact

Recommendation Summary

85/86

The Pilot Program recommended under the
Foundation-Plan are a 'test' of the various
long range options to be addressed in Stage
II: System Plan. Recommendations call for
the implementation of various pilot programs
in limited designated areas and a follow-up
evaluation of each program in order to assess
the implications of the long range policy
options and their impact.

86/87
$1,650,000

The Pilot Programs are a crucial step in determining the future policy
direction for the State of Maine in dealing with offenders. The
recommended pilot programs are a "test" of the various long range policy
options. Implementing system-wide correctional policies for managing the
growth of the offender population in limited areas will assist the State
in determining the long range policy direction that is most polit-ically,
economically and philosophically viable for Maine.
The recommended Pilot Programs will put various correctional policies in
place in jurisdictions that voluntarily choose to participate. The Pilot
Programs correspond to the long range,options referred to earlier, and
described in the next session. For example, one Pilot Program would allow
for the expansion of community alternatives to incarceration, by providing
a state subsidy to participating jurisdictions who develop community
alternatives. A second pilot program would mandate that all short term
offenders be incarcerated at the county level, with a state subsidy to
off-set costs. A third pilot program would allow for integration of the
participating county jail into the State-run system, where operating costs
are assumed by the State. A crucial element of the Pilot Programs is an
evaluation component which includes statewide implementation issues.
A evaluation period will follow in order to assess the impact of the
various pilot programs in the correctional system, and to determine
implementation strategies for the selected long range. system-wide policy
options.
Fiscal Impact (estimated costs)

85/86

Community Corrections Pilot Program
Formalized State/County Correctional
Responsibility Pilot Program
Unify State/Local Corrections Pilot Program
Evaluation of Pilot Programs
Total

86/87
500,000
500,000
500,000
150,000
$1,650,000
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OPERATING RECOMMENDATIONS:

FISCAL SUMMARY (FY 1986-87)

GRAND

85/86

86/87

TOTAL

54,000

560,000

614,000

270,000

1,674,000

+,944,000

III. ·Institutional Security/Support

266,000

1,097,000

1,363,000

IV.

Probation Services

357,000

1,513,000

1,870,000

v.

Community Contracts

36,000

1,212,000

1,248,000

VI.

Correctional Industries

800,000

800,000

VII.

System Issues/Further Study

90,000

200,000

1,650,000

1,650,000

$8,596,000

$9, 689, 000

I.

Central Office Organization

II.

Institutional Programs and Services

110,000

VIII. Pilot Programs
TOTAL OPERATING

$1,093,000
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STAGE 2:

Introduction

SYSTEM PLAN

There are several long range policy options that the
State can pursue regarding management of the flow of
offenders into the State correctional system. These
options vary in respect to the ]urisdictional
responsibility for the convicted offender, and the
management/control strategies for inmate population
growth. After lengthy deliberations with the Department
of Corrections, the Governor, and the Governor's Blue
Ribbon Commission on Corrections, we have come to the
conclusion that there are four viable long term Master
Plan system options that the State of Main can pursue.
The options take into account both the limited fiscal
.
resources of the state and counties and acknowledge their
respective political roles in the continuum of care of
sentenced offenders. The four options are:
Option I:
Option II:
Option III:
Option IV:

Continue Current Practices
Formalize State/County Responsibilities for
Correctional efforts
Implement a Community Corrections Act
Unify State/County Correctional Systems

It is important to understand that the four options vary
in .respect to critical assumptions about the
responsibility for correctional services and about
correctional philosophy. Stage I of the Master Plan
focused on strengthening the correctional system by
addressing current deficiencies in order to set the stage
for long-range policy decisions. Stage II: System Plan
addresses these policy decisions, which are, to a large
part, philosophical decisions.
Each option incorporates a distinct correctional
philosophy. For example, implementation of a Communit
Corrections Act implies that the responsibility for all
but the most serious of convicted offenders lies with the
community. Accordingly, the emphasis is on alternative
programs which are developed by and administered by local
communities. This option, in essence, focuses on the
decentralization of Correctional Services from the State
to local responsibility for all but the most serious
offenders.
The integration of county and state corrections into one
unfied state run system speaks to a different end. This
option is geared more toward the centralization of
correctional services, with the State assuming
administrative, operational and fiscal responsibility for
all offenders.
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The four options can be summarized below:
Cost Avoidance refers to the expenditures that will be
avoided as a result of each of the various options. The
Cost Avoidance is calculated by comparing the cost per
offender of the option under consideration with the
capital and operating costs that are associated with
housing the offender as an inmate in a state correctional
facility.
Policy Options

OPTIOH I:

Continue CUrrent Practices

Philosophy:

Incarceration of sentenced offenders is the
responsibility of the State.
Assumptions:

Incarceration rate will continue at current level.
Continued facility construction to meet demand.
Major capital expenditures are required.
Continued program expansion to meet demand.
Systea Size: ,

Projected
Beds
1990:
1995:

1658
2290

Division of
Responsibility/Juris diction
Expanded
Community
County
State
Jails
Program
1658
2290

o·
0

0
0

Cost Avoidance:

For this option, current practices remain in effect and
the State continues to be responsible for convicted
offenders.
Continuation of Current Practices is a costly option, in
that the State must continue to provide all of the beds
required to accommodate the expected inmate growth.
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STAGE 2:
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SYSTEM PLAN

OPTION 2:

Formalize State/COunty Responsibility

(continued)
Philosophy:

Incarceration of the long term off~nder (greater than 6
months) is statutorily the responsibility of the State.
Incarceration of the short-term offender (less than 6
months) is the responsibility of the county.
Assumptions:

Sentences of less than or equal to 6 months will be
served at county jail.
Sentences of greater than 6 months will be committed
to the Department of Corrections.
State subsidy to county jails to off-set
programmatic costs of absorbing short-term offenders
(at average per diem cost of 33.00/day).
System Size:

Projected
Beds
1990:
1995:

1658
2290

Responsibility/Jurisdiction
Expanded
Community
County
Program
State
Jails
1575
2156

83
134

0
0

COst Avoidance (1985 dollars):

This Option, by diverting short term offenders (less than
6 months) to the county jails would reduce the need for
new State beds by 83 in 1990 and 134 by 1995.
The cost avoidance associated with this option is
calculated by comparing the cost of the subsidy to county
jails relative to the cost of housing these offenders at
the state level (capital and operating). Option 2
results in a total cost avoidance of approximately
$3,627,100 in 1990 and $5,855,800 in 1995.
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OPTION 3:

llllplement a Community Corrections Act

(continued)
Philosophy:

Emphasis on non-institutional alternatives for shortterm, target offenders. As indicated, this is a very
different philosophical approach than options 1 and 2.
Assumptions:

State accepts only those offenders sentenced to
greater than one year.
Development of programs at the local level for
target group of short-term offenders (less than one
year).
State subsidy to counties/communities for
development/administration of alternative programs
at the local level.
No state subsidy for-offenders sent to county jails.
Disincentives for sending target offenders to the
state system.
System Size:
Respo~sibility/Jurisdiction

1990:
1995:

Projected
Beds

State

County
Jails

1658
2290

1358
1810

100
160

Community
Program
200
320

Cost Avoidance (1986 dollars):

This Option calls for the development of noninstitutional alternatives for target offenders.
Providing alternative programs at the County/Community
levels would result in diversion of target offenders from
the State System, reducing the need for new construction
at the State Level by 300 beds in 1990 and as many as 480
beds by 1995.
The cost avoidance associated with this option is
calculated by comparing the cost of community corrections
subsidy relative to the cost of housing these offender at
the State level (capital and operating).
Option 3 results in a total cost avoidance of
approximately $15,300,000 in 1990 and $21,920,000 in
1995.
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OPTION 4:

Policy Options

Unify State/County Correctional Systems

Philosophy:

(continued)
County jails
system.

~re

integrated into a state-run correctional

Assumptions:

Integrate both local and state correctional systems
under one administrative head (DOC).
State assumes fiscal/administrative responsibility
for county jail operations.
The county jails are incorporated into a state-run
correctional system.
State use of county jails for short term (less than
1 year) offenders.
System· Size:

Projected
Beds
1990:
1995:

1658
2290

Responsibility/Jurisdiction
.
County*
Community
State
Jails
Program
1658
2290

*The number of beds contained in the county jail system
must be.projected for the given years to accurately
assess the size of a unified state/county correctional
system.
Cost

Avoidance: (1986 dollars)

This option assumes that the state takes over county jail
operations, thus assuming responsibility for the county
jail operating budgets.
The cost avoidance for this option is calculated by
comparing the cost of assuming courity jail operations
state wide, and the number of county jail beds that will
be available for short term offenders, relative to the
cost of housing these offenders at the state level.
Current construction at the county jail level will add
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200 additional beds to the system. The cost avoidance
calcualtions for this option assume that these beds will
be available to house short term state offenders. It
does not take into account potential growth of the county
jail population, which would impact on the number of beds
ultimately available to house short term offenders. The
availability of county jail beds will be incorporated
into the ..:!valuation of the Pilot Program associated with
this option. Given this caveat, the cost avoidance
associated with Option 4 is approximately $4,641,709 in
1990 and $4,641,709 in 1995.
COST AVOIDANCE
COMPARISON OF OPTIONS

1990

1995

N/A

N/A

Option II

$3,627,100

$5,855,800·

Option III

$15,300,000

$21,920,000

Option IV*

$4,641,709

$4,641,709

Option I

* does not include growth of county jail system
Pilot Programs

The future direction of the state regarding system-wide
correctional policy can best be determined once the
Foundation Plan is put in ·place. A key component of the
Foundation Plan is the enactment of several Pilot
Programs. These Pilot Programs relate to the various
long range options just desctibed, they will be
implemented in limited jurisdictions to "test" the
appropriateness of the various options for the State of
Maine •
. The Pilot Programs are scheduled to run approximately two
years, with the final months of this period reserved for
evaluation of the programs and analysis of statewide
implementation issues. This evaluation process, the
first phase of State 2 of the Master Plan will assist the
State in determining a future state-wide correctional
policy direction.
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Pilot Programs
(continued)

In this regard, Pilot Programs will be implemented in FY
87 (as part of the Foundation Plan) and will run through
FY 89 (including evaluation phase). A final decision on
the correctional policy that Maine wishes to pursue, and
related legislative appropriations, will be made by FY
1990.

Future
Construction

As stated, the need for new beds is first addressed in
the Foundation Plan with construction of a new 500 bed
facility by 1990. With this facility on line, as well as
the population growth management programs that are
implemented, the need for additional new beds and
appropriate action can continue to be assessed. For
example, a decision about the future use of MSP can be
made at this juncture (FY 1990), with appropriate action
(renovate or close) taking place by 1993.

COnclusion

The following chart provides a summary of the Foundation
Plan and Policy Options, as an illustration of the Stages
of the Master Plan process - from implementation of the
Foundation Plan to selection of a long-range correctional
system policy option.
This process includes a series of decisions and actions
that must take place over the next few years.
Implementation issues, including the phasing of these
capital and policy decisions will be discussed in detail
in the Master Plan Final Report.
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FOUNDATION PLAN
IMPROVE

EXISTING

SYSTEM

Capital Construction

Probation Services

Central Office Organization

Community Contracts

Institutional Programs/Services

Correctional Industries

Institutional Security/Support

System Issues/Further Study

PILOT PROGRAMS
SET THE STAGE FOR FUTURE CHANGE

1

~

~

~

MANAGE

POPULATION

GROWTH

CONTINUE CURRENT PRACTICES

2

FORMALIZE STATE/COUNTY
RESPONSIBILITY

Incarceration continues at projected
levels

Long term confinement ( >6 months)
is state responsibility

•

No expansion of alternatives to
incarceration

Short term confinement ( ~6 months)
is county jail responsibility

•

No change in state/county roles
re: sentenced offenders

•

State subsidy to county jails to
offset costs ($33.00 per diem)

3

IMPLEMENT A COMMUNITY

4

UNIFY STATE AND LOCAL

CORRECTIONS ACT

CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS

Emphasis on non-institutional
alternatives

Integrated state and local
correctional system

State accepts only those with > 1
year sentences

State assumes fiscal/administrative responsibility for county
jail operations

State subsidy to counties for
alternative programs
•

Disincentive for sending target
offenders to state system

County jails incorporated into a
statewide correctional system
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Appendix A

Appendix A documents the Architectural (A) and Planning
(P) activities and meetings to date.
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MAINE STATEWIDE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM MASTER PLANNING
AND ARCHITECTURAL ACTIVITIES
PROJECT LOG

ACTIVITY

DATE
5-1-85

Project Start-up meeting w/Don Allen

5-1-85

MSP:

Tour/Mtg w/Magnusson, Hendrickson

5-2-85

MCC:

Tour/Mtg w/Hansen, Clemons, Grant

5-2-85

Probation:

5-2-95

MYC:

5-3-85

Exit Meeting w/DOC

5-8-85

Probation District Office (Portland)
review of. records for data colle.ction)

5-8-85

MCC: mtg. w/Hansen, .;rudy Bailey
(review of records for data collection)

5-8-85

MYC: mtg. w/Wyse, Norma
(review of records· for data collectiory)

5-9-85

MSP: mtg. w/Dottie Pendleton
(review of records for data collection)

5-9-85

DOC:

5-29-85

Orientation Conferences
C.J. System Representatives
Correctional Managers

Mtg w/Tilton, Downs, Tocher

Tour/Mtg w/Wyse

General meeting with Mike Molloy
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.ACTIVITY

5-30-85

Orientation Conferences
Blue Ribbon Commission
MSP Board of Visitors
correctional Advisory Committee

6-7-85

Interview Data Collectors

6-10/14-85

Training and Data Collection Start-up

6-19/20-85

MCC:

6-26/27-85

Interviews for judge/prosecutor survey

7-15/16-85

MCC:

Operational Criteria Interviews

7-17/18-85

MSP:

Operational Criteria Interviews

7-25-85

DOC:

Mtg. re: Classification Ad.Seg. Policy

7-26-85

Facility Tours MYC/MSP/MCC

8-1-85

DOC:

8-2-85

DOC: Strategy Session/Preliminary Report
(Inmate Profiles) (at Sonesta Hotel)

8-20-85

DOC:
M~C

8-27-85

Operational Criteria Interviews

Central Office-general meeting

Policy mtg: Initial Class. Criteria/
Operational Criteria Draft distributed

MCC Operational Criteria/Schematics Reviewed
MSP Operational Criteria Draft distributed

MAINE · STATEWIDE · C 0 R R EC T I 0 N A L · S Y STEM
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MAINE STATEWIDE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM MASTER PLANNING
AND ARCHITECTURAL ACTIVITIES
PROJECT LOG

EVENT

DATE
9-4-85

Population Profile Report Presentation to DOC

9-5-85

Population Profile Report Presentation to
Blue Ribbon Commission

9-11-85

MYC:

Administration and Staff interviews

9-12-85

MYC:
MSP:

Administration and Staff interviews
Operational Criteria Reviewed

9-19-85

Mtg w/R. Nichols le:

9-20-85

MCC:
MCC:

9-30/10-3-85

NIC Community Corrections Symposium

10-2-85

MCC:

10-4/5-85

DOC Retreat
Options

10-9-85

MCC Schematics
MSP Facility Tour

10-10-85

Meeting w/Blue Ribbon Commission
Discussion of Policy Options

10-17-85

DOC: Mtg w/Ohlin/Brunette/Allen re: Reception
and Classification Process
Mtg. w/R. Nichols re: Pilot Programs

County Jpils

Schematics/Operational Criteria Reviewed
Space Program Issued

Final Space Program
Development of Master Plan
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PROJECT LOG

EVENT

DATE

10-19-85

MCC: Mtg. at BPI w/DOC and Allied
Authorization to proceed with Scheme 1

11-4-85

MCC: Operational Design
MSP/industry issues
Mtg. w/Allen re: Statewide Plan

11-5-85

DOC: Mtg. w/D. Allen re:
Fiscal impact of Master Plan
recommendations

11-14-85

DOC: Review of Master Plan
Recommendations

11-15-85

DOC/BPI:

11-26-85

DOC: ·Draft Copy Master Plan
Recommendations review

12-3-85

Meeting w/Governor Brennan: Presentation
of Master Plan Recommendations

12-26-85

MCC: Mtg. at Allied w/Doc, BPI
Schematic Design Submission

1-23-86

MCC:
MSP:

Schematic Design Approval
Schematic Design Programming Review

1-24-86

MCC:

Design Development

Capital Construction Options

--
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Appendix B

Appendix B provides information on lease purqhase financing for
capital construction projects. An example of this approach,
using both variable and fixed interest rates, is also provided,
as an illustration of a lease-purchase financing package for
Maine.

LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING
AND

CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION

LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING
Lease pu.rchase is a tax-exempt firiancin'g lease providing for the
acquhition of equipment or the construction of facilities by a local
government entity (which may be a state, county, city, school district or
joint powers authority) from a vendor. By means of a contract, the local
government entity agrees to make annual or more frequent payments
representing install~ents of the purchase price for equipment and/or
facilities (the 11 Project 11 ) plus interest, and has the right to acquire the
Project for a nominal amount at the end of the contract term. If the
transaction is properly structured, the interest component of the
installment payments is exempt from federal income taxation, and may also
be exempt from state and local income taxation in some jurisdictions.
Tax-exempt financing leases have been employed for a wide range of
equipment used by municipalities, including vehicles, computers, telephone
systems and medical equipment. Typical contract length is from two to
· seven years, based primarily on the useful life of the property being
acquired. Recently, the concept has been succe~sfully utilized to finance
facility acquisition projects such as parking facilities, convention
centers, port facilities and police stations with maturities as long as 31
years.
In some instances, the vendor of the Project wi 11 not seek third party
financing. More typically, however, the vendor, through an instrument of
assignment, assigns its right to receive installment payments under the
lease contract to third party investors willing to provide financing.
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION
Where marketing considerations require it, a nurrber of investors may be
necessary. They would acquire rights to receive lease payments under the·
lease contract through Certificates of Participation in the required lease
payments. In these arrangements, a trustee bank executes Certificates of
Participation evidencing undivided percentage interest in the lease
payments.
The same bank. then receives the payments from the local
government entity and distributes them to the holders of the Certificates
of Participation.
The sale of Certificates of Participation
underwritten public offering or a limited
investors, depending on various factors,
transaction, its complexity, and the security

is accomplished through an
placement to institutional
including the size of the
features involved .
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ADVANTAGES OF CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION FINANCING
Experience has shown that Certificate financings earn the same ratings and
sell at the same interest rates as comparable bond issues. This is due to
the fact that in either case, the ratings and interest rates reflect the
fi nanc i a1 strength of the entity providing the security for the
Certificates or bonds.
There are a nUJit>er of advantages of financing
equipment or real prope~ty by means of a lease arrangement.
The pri~cipal advantages of the leasing approach coupled
underwriting of Certificates can be summarized as follows:

with

an

o Normally the financing can be accomplished in a short time, in as
short a time as 45 days from assignment.
o Only one issue of Certificates and related documentation is required
for the acquisition of equipment or the construction of facilities by
the governmental entity. Projects may extend over several budgetary
periods and contain numerous different components. This will result
in a minimumization of issuance and administration costs. Further, a
single Certificate issue involving numerous equipment requirements
will historically generate a much lower stated net interest cost than
an "item by item" acquisition and individual lease financing approach.·
o Substantial interest earnings are realized from the unexpended
acquisition or construction funds and the reserve fund, the earnings
from which pro vi de an effective borrowlng rate which can be
substantially lower than the stated net interest cost. Such earnings
are not available with traditional lease purchase financings which are
not structured as an underwriting of Certificates.
o Feasibility studies substantiating revenue projections and debt
service coverages are not normally required for Certificate issues.
o The issuance of Certificates, in most cases, will not be in conflict
with pre-existing bond indentures and related covenants, thus
presenting greater flexibility in the development of 1egal documents
for the Certificate issue.
Because it is a current expense, lease
purchase financing is not considered debt for reporting purposes and
shows only as a note of financial statements.
This may mean the
difference between financing and not financing needed equipment
acquisitions due to restrictions placed on the issuance of additional
bonds under previous bond indentures.
o The Certificate issuance approach requires the Lessee to enter into
only one lease agreement with one Lessor. The Lessee does not have to
prepare and enter into separate lease agreements and related
documents. This minimizes issuance and administrative costs, while at
the same time permit necessary control of the project acquisition or
construction process by the Lessee.

CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION
. OUTLINE OF PROPOSED

~

TE~S

Certificates of Participation (the
"Certificates") evidencing a proportionate
interest of the Owner thereof in lease Payments
to be made pursuant to a lease or installment
sale agreement.

Lessor:

A non-profit, public benefit corporation
established by the Lessee, Security Pacific
National Bank, as lessor, or a joint powers
authority.

Agency Agreement:

Under terms of an agency agreement, the Lessor
will appoint the Lessee as its agent in acquiring
the Project according to specifications
~stablished by the Lessee.

Assignment Agreement:

All rights
installment
to receive
assigned to

Trust Agreement:

An independent bank trustee appointed by the
Lessee will execute and deliver Certificates
evidencing the right of the Owner thereof to
receive a proportionate share of the payments
which have been assigned by the Lessor to the
Trustee. The Trustee shall be instructed to use
the proceeds from the sale of the Certificates to
pay all costs of issuance as well as to establish
the following separate funds:

of the Lessor under ·the lease or
sale agreement, including the right
payments made thereunder, shall be
a Trustee.

o Acquisition Fund
Based upon anticipated Project funding
requirements,- an Acquisition Fund will be
established from the proceeds of the Certificates
to provide adequate funding for Project costs
after allowance for interest earnings on
·unexpended Certificate proceeds. The Lessee will
be obligated to make up any difference between
actual Project costs and the amount of available
monies in the Acquisition Fund.

Out11 ne of Proposed Tei"'IS
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Trust Agreement-cant:

o Reserve Fund
.

A Reserve Fund, in an amount not to exceed

15' of the principal amount of the Certificates or

_.

one year's maximum annual debt service will be
required as security for the Owners of the
Certificates.
The Reserve Fund will be invested
for tne duration of the Certificate issue with
interest earnings applied as a credit against
requ·i red payment amounts. The Reserve Fund will
be used to reduce the. final payment(s) at the
expiration of the lease or installment sale
. agreement.

Payments:

A separate fund will be established witn the
Certificate Trustee to receive required payments
made pursuant to the lease or installment sale·
agreement.
If required, capitalized interest for
the period until completion or acceptance of the
Project will be deposited to this fu~d.

Payment Frequency:

Semi-annual payments will be required consisting
of an interest and principal component with that
portion of each payment designated as interest
being exempt' from Federal and State income tax.

Optional Redemption:

On terms to be negotiated, the Lessee may prepay
the Certificates in whole or in part at par plus
accrued interest plus a premium provided, however,
that Certificates witn maturities of less tnan
five years shall not be callable.

Denominations:

$5000 denominations
thereof.

Ratings:

Standard & Poor's Corporation and/or Moody's
Investors Service, Inc. will be requested to
provide
a long-term debt rating on the
Certificates.

Expenses:

All rating agency expenses, bond counsel fees,
trustee expenses (first year's only), printing,
and CUSIP Bureau fees will be considered as costs
of issuance and provided for from Certificate
proceeds.

or any integral

multiple
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FIXFD RAlE
CERTIFICATES nr P~RTIC(PATION
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S('••~u·ces
on~~ Aver·a~e

Based

Co•JDGn

-Jt

*

•

and Uses .-..f F ttnd.s
of
8.0~~% f~mor·ttzed over· 23 oer•iods

Rat~

Sources of Funds

Bc•nd Proceeds
on Const•·uct1o:-:.n

+Eat"'ntr-.~s

F•~tr•d

at

'•4, 7E.0, 00121. illiZI
5, 8'+4, 8'34. 7F,

8.250')(.

5121,E.1214,834.7E.

Total Sources of Funds

Use5 of F UYods

Cor.struction Costs
Debt Set. . v ice Reset"'ve Fqr.d
Bond Discount ( 2.400')(.)
Iss•.oance EHpenses
Ro•.tnd i

Ytg

45,01210,00121.00
l years -

M~H

Future DIS)

't,374,84t.E·5

1,074,240.1210
15121,0tll0.00
5,813.51

Arnour.t

50,E.04,834.7E.

Total Uses of Funds
Weighted avg.
+

cpn.

<NIC

~ssum1ng

no discount or preMium,

Earnings on the F•Jr•d are being
tr-atG the Construction Fund.

deposited

Security Pacific
Capital Mad•et s

Filename: TENNI

GJ'C•'-'P
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Sc-tu=~du

le of Anntta 1 Net

---------------------ProoosPrl
Pet'lOd

Ct.JIJPUYI

En<11 Yog

Rate

11 1 I 19B7

1I
1/
1I
1I
1/
1/
11

1I
1I
1/
11
11
1I
I I
I I

1/
1/
1/
1/
11
1I

I/
1/
II

1 I 1 ''IBB
t/1989
1 I I 9'3tll
1 I 19'31
1/1'392
1/1'393
1 I 1994
1 I 19'35
1 /1 '3'36
1/ 19'37
1 I 1 '398
1 I 1999
1 /i':tlltlltll
1 I 2tll1711
I /;7:171tll2
l/20tll3
1/2tllllJ4
1/2tlltll5
1/2tlltliE.
1/c'tlltll7
I /2tlltliB
l/20tll9
1/2tllltll
I /2011

E..tlltlltll
Eo ••~5121

E..5tlltll
E..75tll
7.tlltlltll
7.25tll
7.5tlllll
7.651/1
7.Btll0
7.9tlllll
8.00111
8 .. 1E'5
8 .. 125
~-

125
125
B.250
B.250
B • .:o:5tll

a.

8 ..

25~

8 .. 375
8 .. 375
B.375
8.375

*Includes the

Pt·i nci pal

Deht

SPl""V 1ce Reau i. rer•1ents

Iss~te·-- -----------------·-·--

Intet·est

To:•tal
Debt Serv1ce

0.00
0.0111
790,000.00
B35,tlltlltll.tlltll
B9tll,00tll.00
950,000.tlllll
1,010,000.tlltll
1,1!1B5,0tll0.00
1, 160, 01l10. tlloll
1,25tll,0tll0.tll0
1,345,000.00
1,45tll,tll0tll.tlllll
1,565,000.0tll
1' 6'::10, illllllll. 00
1,B25,001'10.tllill
1,975,tlltlltll.0tll
c:, 135, tll0tll. tlltll
2,310,000.tlltll
2,5tlltll,tlltlltll.tlltll
2,705,tlltlltll.tlltll
2,'33tll,illtll0.00
3, 170,tlltll0.00
3,435,01l10.00
3, 7.'':.0, 0tlltll. tll0
4,tll35,tlltll0.0tll

3, 58C', 1 0.3. 75
3, 582, 103. 75
3, 582, 103.75
3,534,703.75
3,482,516.25
3,424,666.25
3,360,541.25
3, <=:89, B41. ;::·5
3,211,118.75
3, 124, 178. 75
3,028,553.75
2,'323,643.75
2,809,093.75
2,E.83,8'33.75
c·, 54 E., sa 1. c·s
2,398,300.00
2,237, B31.25

1, 873, 7B7. 5tll
1,E..E.7,537.50
1,444,375.00
1, 2tll2, 6~itll. tllill
937, 1E.2.5tll
E.49,4BI.25
337,'331.25

4,374,093.75
4,373,893.75
4,371,581.25
4, 37.3, 300. 0tll
4,372,831.25
4,374,362.50
4,373,787.50
4,372,537.50
4,374,375.tlltll
4,372,650 .. 00
4,372,162.50
4,36'3,481.25
4,372,'331.25

44,7E.0,tll0~.0121

62,'379, 122.50

107,739,122.50

pr""iYtClpal

am·:••Ant

Security Pac1fic
Capital Markets Group
FilenaM~: TENN1
2-DEC-B5

2,~b4,3E.2.5!ll

o.Jf

PG

the

Debt

.3, 582, 103. 75
..~. 582, 103. 75
4,372,103.75

4, 3E.'3, 7~.3. 75
4,372,516.25
4,374,666.25
4,370,541 .. 25
4,374,B41.25
4,371,178.75
4, 374, 17B. 75
1~, 373, 553. 75
4,3~3,643.75

Sei''VlCe Reser""'ve

(

lt"tC.O:•Jtle
f...-om

Fur-ods
4tll4, e. 7<''. m:
404,672.02
4.tll4' £72. 112
4tli4,672.B2
4tli4,672.B2
4tll4, 672. a;:::
4tli4,E.72.B2
4~4,672.B2

404,672.82
'•04, 672. n.:::
4tli4,672.B2
4tll4,672.82
404,672.82
404, 672. p,,:;:
404,672.82
404, 67.:0:. B2
'•1714, 6 72. 82
404, 67•=:. B2
404,672.B2
404,672.82
4tli4,E.72.82
41l14, 67;?.. B2
4tli4,672.B2
404,672.B2
4,779,514.tll7*
14,491,E.61.75

$4,374,841.25).

Neot ll<?tlt
Ser""VlCF."
Rpqui r er11erat

~

4:~""- '3,·:
171, 4-'""· 'l'.
3, 9E.7, 43171. '13

3. 1 77'

3,

3. '=J€.5'1 0~~tlJ . . ).~
3, '367,·843 .. 1t3

3,96'3,:193.4.3
3,965,BE.B.43
3, ~":)71J', 1E.f3. '*3
3,'366,~tlJ5.'33
.~. ~-lf.'3, ~.lll~j. ~).3

.3.96B,B8tll.93
3,9EB,970.'33
3,9E.9,420.93
3, '3f.'3, c·c·ll\. 33
3, '3F,f_,, '3~8. 43
3, 9E.B, E.2"/. 1 B
3, gf,f\, 15A. 43
3, '3E.'3, E.B9. 60
3, '36'3, 114. f,8
3, '3E.7, BE.'•· 68
3, 969, 7tll.=:. 18
3, 9G7, '371. 18
3,'367,489.E.B
3, '364, CliZIB. '•3
-4tliE., 58,:0:. H.=·
93,247,4E.tll.75
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Rate ·:·f
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+Eat'nlngs o...-. Co:•nstr... •JCtion F•n·-.c1 at

Total Sout"'ces of Funds

Uses C•f

*

o:)VE"I"'

;=.·3

pPt""iC•dS

$

44,54lll,lllilllll.lllill
5,843,465.'38

$

5!li,3B3,4E.5.'3B

$

45,illllllll,lllill!ll.illill
4,454,illilllll.illill
77'3,450.1210
150,0illlll.0111
15.'38

$

50,383,465.98

Fu~ods

Construction Costs
Debt Service Reserve Fund

llill.illllllll~l

Bond DiscoHY"tt ( 1. 750'1-)
I ssu'ance E H oe...-.ses
Round i ...-,g Ar•lC••.n'"tt

Total

Us~s

of Funds

1/ 1/1'386)
+

Ea.t"'Y"Ill'"t~S

c1e-p•:•slted

·=·~'"•

thP

Fur1d

at"'P

heil'"•g

lt;:"•tt:• the C•:•rastt'''~'CtlOI'"t Ft.tnd.

Security Pacif1c
Cap1tal Markets Group
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OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
VARIABLE RATE
CER1 IF I CATES OF PART! C I PAT ION
BUR~AU

*

* *

*

Sched•.tle C•f Anroual Net Debt Serv1ce Requir•emerots

Period
Ending

---------------------Proposed Issue--Coup•:•n

Rat•

!I 111987
II
11

11
11
11
11
11
11

11
11
II
II

11
11
11
11
11
11

11
II

11
11
11
11

111988
111989
111990
111991
111992
111993
111994
111995
111996
111997
1/1998
111999
112000
112001
112002
112003
112004
112005
112006
112007
112008
112009
11212110
11201 1

6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.7:5121
6.750
6.7:50
6.7:50
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.75121
6.750

Principal

Intet•est

0.00
0.00
860,1211210.00
920,12100.0121
980,000.0121
1, 045, 000. 00
1,115,000.00
1,195,000.00
1,275,000.0121
1,360,000.00
1,450,000.00
1,550,000.00
1"'655,1llll'0.01l'
1,765,11100.1110
1,885,01ll0.00
2,010,00121.0121
2,15121,000.00
2,295,000.00
2,450,000.00
2,615,0011).00
2,79121,000.00
2,98121,01ll0.00
3,180,000.00.
3, 395, 00121. 00 .
3,620,000.00
44,540,000.00

3,006,450.00
3,006,450.00
3,006,450.00
2,948,400.01?'
2,886,300.00
2,820,150.00
2,749,612.50
2,674,350.00
2,593,687.50
2, 507, 6C:'5. 00
2,415,825.130
2,317,950.00
2,213,325.12'0
2, 101' 612. 50

1,982,475.00
1,855,237.50
1,719,562.5oi'l
1,574,437.50
1,419,525.00
1. 254, 150. 00
1, 077, 637.:50
889,312.5ill
688, 1E.2.5ill
473,512 .. 50
244,350.00
50,426,550.00

----·-----·--------··
Total
DP.bt Se>t'v•i ce

3,006,450.00
3,12106,450.00
3,866,450.0tll
3,868,40121.00
3,866,300.00
3,8E.5, 150.00
3,864,612.50
3,869,350.00
3,868,687.50
3, 86 7. 6<':5. 00
3.,865,825.1l10

3,867,950.00
3,868,325.00
3,8E.E.,E.12.51l'
3,867,475.00
3.865,237.5111
3, 8f/3, 5E.2. 50

3,8E.9,437.5tll
3.86'3,525.00
3,869,150.00
3, 867, f.37. 50
3,869,312.50
3,868,162.50
3., 868, 51

PG

Sill

94,966,550.00

•Includes the pr•incipal arolO•Jrot ·:·f· the Debt Ser·vice Reser•ve

Security Pacific
Capital Mat'l<.ets GrOtJp
2-DEC-85
Filename• TENN2

i~.

3, 8f.. 4, 350. 00

IYtCC•rtle

fr"C•r•l
FUYtdS

367,455.00
3€.7,455.12'0
367,455.00
.367,455.0121
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.lll0
36'7,4:55.00
367,455.01ll
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.1l10
367,455.1ll0
367,455.1l10
367,455.4l'0
367,455.1l1111
367,455.111121
367,455.1110
367,45~.00

367,455.0lll
367,4'55.111!ll
4,821,455.00*

13,640,375.00

( $4,454, 000.lll0l.

Nat Debt
Set'vlr.e
RE'qu i ..~emeYtt s

2,638,'3'35.00
2,638,995.00
3, 4qa, "195. """" ·
3, 51110, ':}45 .. IlliZI
3,4'38,845.0oll
3,497,[,95.00
3,497,157.50
3, 501, 8'~5. 00
3,~01,232.5121

3,500,l7lll.t7.10
3,498,~70.00

3, 500, 4'ol5. IlliZI
3,500,87tll.0tll
3,4'3'3, J57.5lll
3,500,02\ll .. 0tll
3,497, 782.5ill
3,51ll2, \1/17.5111
3,501,'382 .. 50
3, 502, 1/170. 0•21
3,51ll1,6':15.0ill
3,500, 182.!:\111
3,51211,A57.5Ill
3,500, 701.5\ll
3,5ill1,057.50
-957,105.00
81,326,175.111lll

MA1NE BUHEAU OF PUEcl.IC IMI=•RUVEMENTS
FIXED RATE
CERTIF !CATES 01- PARTICIPA'riON

*

·It

* *

Seo•.u·ces and Uses c•f F ur.ds
Based on an AveraQe Coupon Rate of 8.003Y. 0111ortized ovqr 23 period&

'•4, 760, 01710. 00
5, 8'•4, 834. 7€.

Elc•trod Prc•ceeds

+Earnings on Construction Fund at

8.2:501-

Total Sources of Funds

50,604,0'34.76

Use!5 of Fur.ds

Construction Costs
Debt Service Reserve Fund
Bond Discount ( 2.400Y.I
Issuance EHPense~
Rc•t.md i ~rog Arnour.t

45.000,00121.00
'•· 374, 841. ;:·s
1, 074, c:40. 00
.I 50, 000. 00
5,813.51

( 1 years - MaH Future DIS)

50,604.8'34.7&

Total Uses of Funds
Weightad avg.
+

cpn.

<NIC o11eeu1Ring no

disc·c·~tnt

Ear•ninps on the Furod ar•e baing
deposited into th~ Construction Fund.

Secur•ity Pacific
Capital Markets Group
Filenawes TENNl
2-DEC-65

PG

C•r.pr'eltliufll,

to

11

111'3661

8. 1 030.3'3Y.

MAINE BUREAU OF PUEtLIC IMPROVEMENTS
FIXED RATE
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION

* * *

..

Schedule of Aroroual Net [)ebt Set•vice Reouiremerots
--------~------------------------~--------------

Pen•iod
Erod irog

'111987
1/1988
111 '98'3
111990
111991
111992
II" 1119'93
11 111994
II I I I 995
11 1/1996
11 111997
11 111998
11 111999
II 112000
II !1201111
11 a /211102
11 112003
11 a 120ilil•
11 112005
I I 112006
11 a1c·001
11 11200B
II 112009
I I 1/21ll10
II 112011

11
11
II
I I
11
11

---------------------ProoosPd Issue-------------------Co•Jpon
T•:•ta 1
I rot et•eGt
Pt• i roc i pa 1
Rate
Debt Service

€..000
6.250
€..500
6.750
7.000
7.250
7.500
7.E.50
7.B00
7.900
8.000
B. 125
8.125
1). 125
B. 125
B.250
B.250
B.250
B.250
8.375
B.375
B.375
8.375

3, 58;~. 103.75
3,5B2, 103.75
4,372,103.75
4,369,703.75
'•· 372, 516. 0::!5
4,374,6G6.25
4,370,541.25
4, 374, B'41. 25
4,371,178.75
4, 374, 178. 75
'•· 373, 553. 75
4,373,643.75
4,374,093.75
4,373,893.75

0.00
0.00
790,000.00
83!5,000.00
890,000.00
950,01l10.00
1,, 010,000.00
1,085,000.00
1,1E.0,01l10.00
1,250,000.0121
1,345,000.00
1,450,000.00
1,565,000.00
1, 6':30, Vl0111. 00
1,B25,000.0Ill
1,975,000.00
2,135,000.0111
2,310,000.00
2,51110,000.00
2,705,000.00
2,930,000.00
3,170,000.00
3,435,000.0lll
3,720,000.00
4,035,000.00

3,5B2, 103.75
3,582,103.75
3, 5B2, 103. 75
3,534,703.75
3,4A2 1 51E..2'5
3,424,6E.E..25
3,360,541.25
3,289,B41.25
3,211, 17B.75
3, 124, 178.75
3,02B,553.75
2,923,643.75
2,B09,093.75
2,E.83,893.75
2,546,581.25
2,390,300.0lll
2,237,B31.25
1,073,787.50
1,E.67,537.50
1,441t,375.00
1, 202, 6~;0. 00
937,162.50
E.49, 4Bl. 0:::5
337,931.25

4,373,31l10.00
4,372,831.25
4,374,3E.2.50
4,373,787.50
4,372,537.50
4, 37'•· 375. 00
4,372,650.00
4, 372, 162.50
4,369,481.25
4,372,931.25

44;7E.0,000.00

62,979,122.50

107,739,122.50

2,0~4,3E.?..Sill

'• 1

37 1 ' 581 • 25

•lncla;cles; the pt•incipal aJoK••Jrot of the Debt Se•·vice Reset•ve

Security Pacific
Capital Markets Grauo

FilenaMea TENN1

2-DEC-85

PG

I nCC•Iole
ft'O:•Iol
Funds

4QI4, 67~:. m:
404,E.72.B2
404,€.72.02
40'•· 672. 02
404,672.82
404,E.72.82
404,f.72.B2
41l14,E.72.82;
404,672.82
'•04, 672. n.=:
404,672.B2
404,672.82
404,672.02
404, 67;7:.. H;~
404,672.02
41l14,672.82
'•1114, 672. E\2
404,672.B2
404, 672. B<=:
404,, 672. a;~
40'•· 672.02
41<'14,672.82
404,672.82
404, 67~=:. 82
4, 77'3, 514. il17•
14,491,€.61.75

( S.4,374di4t.25).

Net Oi!>ht
SP-t'V i CP.
fiPQ •.1 i t"E'iole rot !i

.::. 177.

4~0. 9:~

3,177,4.~1/1.'1.3

3. ':IE,7, 431(1. '-J3
:~. ':Jf.,5. 0:Jtl' •• t.l
3, 9E. 7. 84.3. '•3
3, '369, '393. '•3
3, r-JE.5, 8E.8." 43
3, ':.17111, 1 E.O.

'•.'3

3."J6E.,505.93
:~. ~lf.'3, ~it,li:O;.

"JJ

3. 9F..8, B80. 93
.3,96B,'370.'33
3,969,420.93
3, 9E.'3, 220. 93
.3, 9fA',, 900. 43
3, 9E.B• 627.· 18
.1, '3F.A\, 1S8.• 43
3,9E.'3,6B9.60
3, 96:1, 114. E.8
3, 9E.7. 86'•. E.8
3, "lf,'3, 70;=:. l B
-3 1 '=J67,977.JO
3,967,489.60
:::, 9E.4, 01118. '•3
-40E., sa;;:. oc:·

93,247,4€.0.75

MAINE BUREAU OF PU~LIC IMPROVEMENTS
VARIABLE RATE
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION

•

~ased

on an

Avera~a

*

•

*

Scu.u·ces and Uses of Ft1rods
Coupon Rate of 6.750')( Amortized

Elond Pn·oceeds
+Earnings on Construction Fund at

ov~r

23 ppriods

$

44,540,01/10.00
~. 843, 41:'.5. '38

$

50,383,4f.5.'J8

$

45,000,000.00
'•· 454, 000. 00

8.250')(

Total Sources of Funds
Uses of Furods
Costs
Debt Service Raserva Fund (10.000')()
Bond Discount I 1.750')()
Issuance Ewpen6~15
Roo.1nd i ng AIIIOUnt

Con~tructioro

Total

Us~s

Weighted

77'3, lt50. 00
150,000.00
15. '38

of Funds

avg.

cpr,.

$

INIC asswllirog roo discc•urot c•r' !U'e1o1iuro1 1

+ Earnings oro th~ Fund are being
deposited i~to the C6rostruction Fund.

Sec•Jn· i ty Pacific
Capital Mcwl-.ets Gt•o•JP
Filenawe1 TENN2
2-DEC-85

PG

tc•

1/ 1/1'386)

50,383,465.'38
6.750000')(

MAINE BUREAU OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
VARIABLE RAJ"E
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION

* * * *
Schedyle of Annual Net Debt Service ReqYirernents
---------------------Pt·opo&&d I !il&ue-------------.:.. ------------

Period
PrincipAl

"Endfing

11
RI

u

1987

Ill 1'388

1/ II /l98~
11
a990
1/ !/1991
1/ AI A992

u

1/ 1/l 993

11 AI a934
1 In 995
11 n11936
1/ i/1 997
l/

1/ 1/1'398
I / 1/ t 393
1/ 1/2000

1/ 1/2001
1/ !/2002
1/ 11/2003

11• 1/2004
R/ 11/2005
l / 1/2006

1/
1/
1/
11
I/

11/2007
1/2008
1/2009
1/2010
1/2011

•Inch~des

6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.7:50
6.750
6.7:50
6.7:50
6.750
6.750
6.7:50
6.750
6.7:50
6.750
6.7:50
6.750
6.750
6.750
6.7:50
6.750
6.750
6.750

I nt et•est

0.00
0.00
860,000.00
920,000.00
980,000.00
1,045,000.00
1, 1 15, 000. 00
1,195,000.00
1,275,000.00
1,360,000.00
1,450,000.00
1,550,000.00
1,655,11100.00
1,765,000.1110
1,885,000.00
2,010,000.00
2,150,000.00
2,295,000.00
2,450,000.00
2,61:5,000.00
2,790,000.00
2,980,000.00
3,180,000.00
3,395,0ill0.00
3,620,000.00

the printipal

awo~nt

Secud,ty Pacific
Capital M~rkets Gro~p
Filenames TENN2
2-DEC-85

3,006,450.00
3,006,450.00
3,006,450."00
2,948,400.00
2,886,300.00
2,820,150.00
2,749,612.50
2,674,350.00
2,593,687.50
2,507,625.00
2,415,825.00
2,317,950.00
2,213,325.00
2' 1 01 ' 612. 50
1' 982, 475.00
1,855,237.50
1,713,562.50
1,574,437.50
1,413,525.00
1, 254, 150.00
1,077,637.50
883,312.50
688,162.50
473,512.50
244,350.00

of the

PG

Debt Service

T•::otal
DP.bt Set•v i c&
3,006,450.00
3,006,450.00
3,866,450.00
3,868,400.00
3,8E.6,.300.00
3,865,150.00
3,864,612.50
3,863,350.00
3,868,687.50
3,867,625.00
3,865,825.00
3, 867, 9::.0. 00
3,868,325.1210
3,AE.6,612.50
3, 06"1, 4 75. 00
3,865,237.5111
3, 81'.3, 562. 50
.3, 8E.9, 4.?.7. 50
3.0€.3,525.00
3,86'3, 150.00
3,8€.7,637.50
3,863,312.50
3,f.l68, 162.50
3~ Bf.~e, st;~. s~

3, Of,Lt. 350. 00

Re~erve

(

I ncc•rttl?

Net Debt

f••()lll

Se•·vice
Hequ i t•era•ent s

Funds .

3E.7,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.17.10
367 1 Lt55. 00
36 7 0 Lt55. 0oll
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
3E.7,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.00
367,455.1110
3E."1, 455. llt0
367,45~.00

367,455.00
367,4'55.01[1
4,821,455.00•

$4,454 1 000.~01.

2,638,'3'35.1210
2,6.38,'3'35.00
3, 490, '3'3'5 •. ~0
3, ~lll0, ':}45. lltlll
3;490,045.0lll
3,497,&'3~.00

3,4'37, 157.50
3, 501, 8':)5. 00
3,501,232.50
3,~00,170.~0

3,490,370.00
3, :51110, 4':l5. 1/10
3,500,871l1.00
3, 433 1 I 57. 50
3,500,020.00
3,4'37, 782.5lll
3,502, 1~7.50
::t, '501, '382. ~0
3. 502, 11170. 0•ZI
3, 501, 6~-:15. 00
.3,50121, 1A2.50
3,'501,A57.5ill
3,500, 701.50
3,~01,057.50

-357,105.00

